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1. #4ECBDF HBA84 BJ9ABKAOI ED98EF6 

1.1 "5M<9 CB?B:9A<S. 

(BA8 BJ9ABKAOI ED98EF6 CD98A4;A4K9A 8?S CDB69D>< D9;G?PF4FB6 BE6B9A<S 

8<EJ<C?<AO %�*.03. �ABEFD4AAO= S;O> 6 CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 89SF9?PABEF< CDB7D4@@O 

CB87BFB6>< EC9J<4?<EFB6 ED98A97B ;69A4 CB EC9J<4?PABEF< 21.02.19 �9@?9GEFDB=EF6B. 

("% 6>?RK49F BJ9ABKAO9 @4F9D<4?O 8?S CDB6989A<S F9>GM97B >BAFDB?S 

GEC9649@BEF<, CDB@9:GFBKAB= 4FF9EF4J<< 6 HBD@9 8<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAB7B ;4K9F4. 

�FB7B@ 8<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAB7B ;4K9F4 S6?S9FES BJ9A>4 6 54??4I:  

5 – «BF?<KAB»; 4 – «IBDBLB»; 3 – «G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB»; 2 – «A9G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB». 

("% CB;6B?S9F BJ9A<64FP GDB69AP BE6B9A<S ;A4A<= < G@9A<=, >B@C9F9AJ<= CB 

8<EJ<C?<A9. 

$9;G?PF4FO B5GK9A<S 
(BE6B9AAO9 "� < #�) 

"EAB6AO9 CB>4;4F9?< 
BJ9A>< D9;G?PF4F4 

(BD@O < @9FB8O 
>BAFDB?S < BJ9A>< 
D9;G?PF4FB6 B5GK9A<S (E 
CD<@9A9A<9@ 4>F<6AOI 
< <AF9D4>F<6AOI 
@9FB8B6) 

"� 1. �O5<D4FP ECBEB5O 
D9L9A<S ;484K 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 
89SF9?PABEF< 
CD<@9A<F9?PAB > D4;?<KAO@ 
>BAF9>EF4@ 

- %6B96D9@9AABEFP 
6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<=; 
- D4J<BA4?PAB9 
D4ECD989?9A<9 6D9@9A< A4 
6E9I QF4C4I D9L9A<S ;484K; 
- 6O5BD @9FB84 < ECBEB54 
D9L9A<S CDBH9EE<BA4?PAOI 
;484K E EB5?R89A<9@ 
F9IA<>< 59;BC4EABEF< < 
EB7?4EAB ;484AAB= E<FG4J<<. 

(BA8O BJ9ABKAOI 
ED98EF6 8?S F9>GM9= < 
CDB@9:GFBKAB= 
4FF9EF4J<< CB 
EC9J<4?PABEF< 

"�  2. �ECB?P;B64FP 
EB6D9@9AAO9 ED98EF64 
CB<E>4, 4A4?<;4 < 
<AF9DCD9F4J<< <AHBD@4J<< 
< <AHBD@4J<BAAO9 
F9IAB?B7<< 8?S 6OCB?A9A<S 
;484K CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 
89SF9?PABEF< 

- %6B96D9@9AABEFP 
6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<=; 
- D4J<BA4?PAB9 
D4ECD989?9A<9 6D9@9A< A4 
6E9I QF4C4I D9L9A<S ;484K; 
- 6O5BD @9FB84 < ECBEB54 
D9L9A<S CDBH9EE<BA4?PAOI 
;484K E EB5?R89A<9@ 
F9IA<>< 59;BC4EABEF< < 
EB7?4EAB ;484AAB= E<FG4J<< 

(BA8O BJ9ABKAOI 
ED98EF6 8?S F9>GM9= < 
CDB@9:GFBKAB= 
4FF9EF4J<< CB 
EC9J<4?PABEF< 

"� 3. #?4A<DB64FP < 
D94?<;B6O64FP EB5EF69AAB9 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB9 < 
?<KABEFAB9 D4;6<F<9, 
CD98CD<A<@4F9?PE>GR 
89SF9?PABEFP 6 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= EH9D9, 
<ECB?P;B64FP ;A4A<S CB 

- 89@BAEFD4J<S ECBEB5ABEF< 
CD<A<@4FP D9L9A<S 6 
A9EF4A84DFAOI < 
EF4A84DFAOI E<FG4J<SI < 
A9EF< ;4 A<I 
BF69FEF69AABEFP. 

(BA8O BJ9ABKAOI 
ED98EF6 8?S F9>GM9= < 
CDB@9:GFBKAB= 
4FF9EF4J<< CB 
EC9J<4?PABEF< 
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H<A4AEB6B= AD4@BFABEF< 6 
D4;?<KAOI :<;A9AAOI 
E<FG4J<SI 

"� 4. 1HH9>F<6AB 
6;4<@B89=EF6B64FP < 
D45BF4FP 6 >B??9>F<69 < 
>B@4A89 

- 4>F<6AB9 <ECB?P;B64A<9 6 
GK95AB= 89SF9?PABEF< 
<AHBD@4J<BAAOI < 

>B@@GA<>4J<BAAOI 
D9EGDEB6; 
- 7D4@BFAB9 D9L9A<9 
E<FG4J<BAAOI ;484K E 
CD<@9A9A<9@ 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAOI G@9A<= 
< ;A4A<=. 

(BA8O BJ9ABKAOI 
ED98EF6 8?S F9>GM9= < 
CDB@9:GFBKAB= 
4FF9EF4J<< CB 
EC9J<4?PABEF< 

"� 5. "EGM9EF6?SFP GEFAGR 
< C<EP@9AAGR 
>B@@GA<>4J<R A4 
7BEG84DEF69AAB@ S;O>9 
$BEE<=E>B= (989D4J<< E 
GK9FB@ BEB59AABEF9= 
EBJ<4?PAB7B < >G?PFGDAB7B 
>BAF9>EF4 

- %6B96D9@9AABEFP 
6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<=; 
- D4J<BA4?PAB9 
D4ECD989?9A<9 6D9@9A< A4 
6E9I QF4C4I D9L9A<S ;484K; 
- 6O5BD @9FB84 < ECBEB54 
D9L9A<S CDBH9EE<BA4?PAOI 
;484K E EB5?R89A<9@ 
F9IA<>< 59;BC4EABEF< < 
EB7?4EAB ;484AAB= E<FG4J<< 

(BA8O BJ9ABKAOI 
ED98EF6 8?S F9>GM9= < 
CDB@9:GFBKAB= 
4FF9EF4J<< CB 
EC9J<4?PABEF< 

"� 6. #DBS6?SFP 
7D4:84AE>B-C4FD<BF<K9E>GR 
CB;<J<R, 89@BAEFD<DB64FP 
BEB;A4AAB9 CB6989A<9 A4 
BEAB69 FD48<J<BAAOI 
B5M9K9?B69K9E><I 
J9AABEF9=, 6 FB@ K<E?9 E 
GK9FB@ 74D@BA<;4J<< 
@9:A4J<BA4?PAOI < 
@9:D9?<7<B;AOI 
BFABL9A<=, CD<@9ASFP 
EF4A84DFO 
4AF<>BDDGCJ<BAAB7B 
CB6989A<S. 

 

- %6B96D9@9AABEFP 
6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<=; 
- D4J<BA4?PAB9 
D4ECD989?9A<9 6D9@9A< A4 
6E9I QF4C4I D9L9A<S ;484K; 
- 6O5BD @9FB84 < ECBEB54 
D9L9A<S CDBH9EE<BA4?PAOI 
;484K E EB5?R89A<9@ 
F9IA<>< 59;BC4EABEF< < 
EB7?4EAB ;484AAB= E<FG4J<< 

(BA8O BJ9ABKAOI 
ED98EF6 8?S F9>GM9= < 
CDB@9:GFBKAB= 
4FF9EF4J<< CB 
EC9J<4?PABEF< 

"� 7. %B89=EF6B64FP 
EBID4A9A<R B>DG:4RM9= 
ED98O, D9EGDEBE59D9:9A<R, 
CD<@9ASFP ;A4A<S B5 
<;@9A9A<< >?<@4F4, 
CD<AJ<CO 59D9:?<6B7B 
CDB<;6B8EF64, QHH9>F<6AB 
89=EF6B64FP 6 KD9;6OK4=AOI 

- %6B96D9@9AABEFP 
6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<=; 
- D4J<BA4?PAB9 
D4ECD989?9A<9 6D9@9A< A4 
6E9I QF4C4I D9L9A<S ;484K; 
- 6O5BD @9FB84 < ECBEB54 
D9L9A<S CDBH9EE<BA4?PAOI 
;484K E EB5?R89A<9@ 
F9IA<>< 59;BC4EABEF< < 
EB7?4EAB ;484AAB= E<FG4J<< 

(BA8O BJ9ABKAOI 
ED98EF6 8?S F9>GM9= < 
CDB@9:GFBKAB= 
4FF9EF4J<< CB 
EC9J<4?PABEF< 
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#DB7D4@@4 6BEC<F4A<S 6 D45BK9= CDB7D4@@9 8<EJ<C?<AO BFD4:49FES K9D9; 

EB89D:4A<9 A4CD46?9A<= 6BEC<F4F9?PAB= D45BFO, D4;5<FOI A4 E?98GRM<9 6BEC<F4F9?PAO9 

@B8G?<: 

 B8G?< CDB7D4@@O 
6BEC<F4A<S 

%B89D:4A<9 @B8G?S CDB7D4@@O 6BEC<F4A<S 

 B8G?P 1 
«#DBH9EE<BA4?PAB-
?<KABEFAB9 6BEC<F4A<9» 

Ц9?P @B8G?я: EB;84A<9 GE?B6<= 8?S G8B6?9F6BD9A<S 
CBFD95ABEF9= B5GK4RM<IES 6 <AF9??9>FG4?PAB@, 
>G?PFGDAB@ < AD46EF69AAB@ D4;6<F<< 6 EH9D9 FDG8B6OI < 
EBJ<4?PAB-Q>BAB@<K9E><I BFABL9A<= CBED98EF6B@ 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB7B E4@BBCD989?9A<S. 
�484G< @B8G?я: 

 D4;6<F<9 B5M9EF69AAB= 4>F<6ABEF< B5GK4RM<IES, 
6BEC<F4A<9 6 A<I EB;A4F9?PAB7B BFABL9A<S > FDG8G < 
A4DB8AB@G 8BEFBSA<R; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 G B5GK4RM<IES CBFD95ABEF< 
FDG8<FPES, 8B5DBEB69EFAB, BF69FEF69AAB < F6BDK9E>< 
BFABE<FPES > D4;AO@ 6<84@ FDG8B6B= 89SF9?PABEF<. 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 CDBH9EE<BA4?PAOI >B@C9F9AJ<=; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 BEB;A4A<S CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 
<89AF<KABEF< (BEB;A4A<9 E6B9= CD<A48?9:ABEF< > 
BCD989?TAAB= CDBH9EE<< < CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB@G 

E<FG4J<SI 

"� 8. �ECB?P;B64FP 
ED98EF64 H<;<K9E>B= 
>G?PFGDO 8?S EBID4A9A<S < 

G>D9C?9A<S ;8BDB6PS 6 
CDBJ9EE9 CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 
89SF9?PABEF< < 
CB889D:4A<S A9B5IB8<@B7B 
GDB6AS H<;<K9E>B= 
CB87BFB6?9AABEF< 

- %6B96D9@9AABEFP 
6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<=; 
- D4J<BA4?PAB9 
D4ECD989?9A<9 6D9@9A< A4 
6E9I QF4C4I D9L9A<S ;484K; 
- 6O5BD @9FB84 < ECBEB54 
D9L9A<S CDBH9EE<BA4?PAOI 
;484K E EB5?R89A<9@ 
F9IA<>< 59;BC4EABEF< < 
EB7?4EAB ;484AAB= E<FG4J<< 

(BA8O BJ9ABKAOI 
ED98EF6 8?S F9>GM9= < 
CDB@9:GFBKAB= 
4FF9EF4J<< CB 
EC9J<4?PABEF< 

"� 9. #B?P;B64FPES 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 
8B>G@9AF4J<9= A4 
7BEG84DEF69AAB@ < 
<ABEFD4AAB@ S;O>4I. 

- %6B96D9@9AABEFP 
6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<=; 
- D4J<BA4?PAB9 
D4ECD989?9A<9 6D9@9A< A4 
6E9I QF4C4I D9L9A<S ;484K; 
- 6O5BD @9FB84 < ECBEB54 
D9L9A<S CDBH9EE<BA4?PAOI 
;484K E EB5?R89A<9@ 
F9IA<>< 59;BC4EABEF< < 
EB7?4EAB ;484AAB= E<FG4J<< 

(BA8O BJ9ABKAOI 
ED98EF6 8?S F9>GM9= < 
CDB@9:GFBKAB= 
4FF9EF4J<< CB 
EC9J<4?PABEF< 
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EBB5M9EF6G); 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 KG6EF64 EBJ<4?PAB-CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 
BF69FEF69AABEF<, GE6B9A<9 CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB-
QF<K9E><I ABD@; 

 BEB;A4AAO= 6O5BD 5G8GM97B CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB7B 
D4;6<F<S < 6B;@B:ABEF9= D94?<;4J<< EB5EF69AAOI 
:<;A9AAOI C?4AB6; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 BFABL9A<S > CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 

89SF9?PABEF< >4> 6B;@B:ABEF< GK4EF<S 6 D9L9A<< 
?<KAOI, B5M9EF69AAOI, 7BEG84DEF69AAOI, 
B5M9A4J<BA4?PAOI CDB5?9@. 

 B8G?P 2 
 «�D4:84AE>B-
C4FD<BF<K9E>B9 
6BEC<F4A<9» 

Ц9?P @B8G?я: D4;6<F<9 ?<KABEF< B5GK4RM97BES A4 BEAB69 
HBD@<DB64A<S G B5GK4RM<IES KG6EF64 C4FD<BF<;@4, 
7D4:84AEF69AABEF<, G64:9A<S > C4@SF< ;4M<FA<>B6 
"F9K9EF64 < CB86<74@ �9DB96 "F9K9EF64, ;4>BAG < 
CD46BCBDS8>G. 
�484G< @B8G?я: 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 ;A4A<= B5GK4RM<IES B E<@6B?<>9 
$BEE<<; 

 6BEC<F4A<9 G B5GK4RM<IES 7BFB6ABEF< > 
6OCB?A9A<R 7D4:84AE>B7B 8B?74 < >BAEF<FGJ<BAAOI 
B5S;4AABEF9= CB ;4M<F9 $B8<AO; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 G B5GK4RM<IES C4FD<BF<K9E>B7B 
EB;A4A<S, KG6EF64 69DABEF< E6B9@G "F9K9EF6G; 

 D4;6<F<9 G B5GK4RM<IES G64:9A<S > C4@SF< 
;4M<FA<>B6 "F9K9EF64 < CB86<74@ �9DB96 "F9K9EF64, 
<EFBD<K9E><@ E<@6B?4@ < C4@SFA<>4@ "F9K9EF64; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 DBEE<=E>B= 7D4:84AE>B= 
<89AF<KABEF<, 7D4:84AE>B= CB;<J<< 4>F<6AB7B < 
BF69FEF69AAB7B K?9A4 DBEE<=E>B7B B5M9EF64, 
BEB;A4RM97B E6B< >BAEF<FGJ<BAAO9 CD464 < 
B5S;4AABEF<, G64:4RM97B ;4>BA < CD46BCBDS8B>, 
B5?484RM97B KG6EF6B@ EB5EF69AAB7B 8BEFB<AEF64, 
BEB;A4AAB CD<A<@4RM97B FD48<J<BAAO9 
A4J<BA4?PAO9 < B5M9K9?B69K9E><9 7G@4A<EF<K9E><9 
< 89@B>D4F<K9E><9 J9AABEF<; 

 D4;6<F<9 CD46B6B= < CB?<F<K9E>B= >G?PFGDO 
B5GK4RM<IES, D4EL<D9A<9 >BAEFDG>F<6AB7B GK4EF<S 
6 CD<ASF<< D9L9A<=, ;4FD47<64RM<I <I CD464 < 
<AF9D9EO, 6 FB@ K<E?9 6 D4;?<KAOI HBD@4I 
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B5M9EF69AAB= E4@BBD74A<;4J<<, E4@BGCD46?9A<S, 
B5M9EF69AAB ;A4K<@B= 89SF9?PABEF<; D4;6<F<9 6 
@B?B89:AB= ED989 BF69FEF69AABEF<, CD<AJ<CB6 
>B??9>F<6<;@4 < EBJ<4?PAB= EB?<84DABEF<; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 CD<69D:9AABEF< <89S@ 
<AF9DA4J<BA4?<;@4, 8DG:5O, D469AEF64, 
6;4<@BCB@BM< A4DB8B6; 6BEC<F4A<9 G64:<F9?PAB7B 
BFABL9A<S > A4J<BA4?PAB@G 8BEFB<AEF6G ?R89=, <I 
KG6EF64@, D9?<7<B;AO@ G59:89A<S@; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 GEF4AB6B> ?<KABEF<, CB;6B?SRM<I 
CDBF<6BEFBSFP <89B?B7<< Q>EFD9@<;@4, 
A4J<BA4?<;@4, >E9ABHB5<<, >BDDGCJ<<, 
8<E>D<@<A4J<< CB EBJ<4?PAO@, D9?<7<B;AO@, 
D4EB6O@, A4J<BA4?PAO@ CD<;A4>4@ < 8DG7<@ 
A974F<6AO@ EBJ<4?PAO@ S6?9A<S@; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 4AF<>BDDGCJ<BAAB7B @<DB6B;;D9A<S. 

 B8G?P 3 «(<;<K9E>4S 
>G?PFGD4 < 
;8BDB6P9E59D9:9A<9» 

Ц9?P @B8G?я: HBD@<DB64A<9 G B5GK4RM<IES KG6EF64 
59D9:AB7B BFABL9A<S > >G?PFGDAB@G A4E?98<R < 
FD48<J<S@ @AB7BA4J<BA4?PAB7B A4DB84 $BEE<<, >G?PFGDO 
;8BDB6PS, 59;BC4EAB7B CB6989A<S, EFD9@?9A<S > ;8BDB6B@G 
B5D4;G :<;A< < ;4ASF<S@ ECBDFB@, 6BEC<F4A<9 CE<I<K9E>< 
;8BDB6B=, H<;<K9E>< D4;6<FB= < EBJ<4?PAB-484CF<DB64AAB= 
?<KABEF<. 
�484G< @B8G?я: 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 ECBEB5ABEF< > 8GIB6AB@G D4;6<F<R, 
D94?<;4J<< F6BDK9E>B7B CBF9AJ<4?4 6 GK95AB=, 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 89SF9?PABEF< A4 BEAB69 
AD46EF69AAOI GEF4AB6B> < @BD4?PAOI ABD@, 
A9CD9DO6AB7B B5D4;B64A<S, E4@B6BEC<F4A<S < 
GA<69DE4?PAB= 8GIB6AB-AD46EF69AAB= >B@C9F9AJ<< - 
«EF4AB6<FPES ?GKL9»; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 G B5GK4RM<IES BF69FEF69AAB7B 
BFABL9A<S > E6B9@G ;8BDB6PR < CBFD95ABEF< 6 
;8BDB6B@ B5D4;9 :<;A<, H<;<K9E>B@ 
E4@BEB69DL9AEF6B64A<<, ;4ASF<SI ECBDF<6AB-
B;8BDB6<F9?PAB= 89SF9?PABEFPR, D4;6<F<9 >G?PFGDO 
59;BC4EAB= :<;A989SF9?PABEF<, CDBH<?4>F<>G 
A4D>BF<K9E>B= < 4?>B7B?PAB= ;46<E<@BEF<, 
F454>B>GD9A<S < 8DG7<I 6D98AOI CD<6OK9>; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 59D9:AB7B, BF69FEF69AAB7B < 
>B@C9F9AFAB7B BFABL9A<S > H<;<K9E>B@G < 
CE<IB?B7<K9E>B@G ;8BDB6PR - >4> EB5EF69AAB@G, F4> 
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< 8DG7<I ?R89=, G@9A<9 B>4;O64FP C9D6GR CB@BMP, 
D4;6<F<9 >G?PFGDO ;8BDB6B7B C<F4A<S. 

 B8G?P 4 «�G?PFGDAB-
F6BDK9E>B9 6BEC<F4A<9» 
 

Ц9?P @B8G?я: EB;84A<9 GE?B6<= 8?S E4@BBCD989?9A<S < 
EBJ<4?<;4J<< B5GK4RM<IES A4 BEAB69 EBJ<B>G?PFGDAOI, 
8GIB6AB-AD46EF69AAOI J9AABEF9= < CD<ASFOI 6 DBEE<=E>B@ 
B5M9EF69 CD46<? < ABD@ CB6989A<S 6 <AF9D9E4I K9?B69>4, 
E9@P<, B5M9EF64 < 7BEG84DEF64, HBD@<DB64A<9 G 
B5GK4RM<IES G64:9A<S > EF4DL9@G CB>B?9A<R. 
�484G< @B8G?я: 

 6BEC<F4A<9 ;8BDB6B=, EK4EF?<6B=, E6B5B8AB= 
?<KABEF<, HBD@<DB64A<9 ECBEB5ABEF< EF46<FP J9?< < 
EFDB<FP :<;A9AAO9 C?4AO; 

 D94?<;4J<S B5GK4RM<@<ES CD4>F<> E4@BD4;6<F<S < 
E4@B6BEC<F4A<S 6 EBBF69FEF6<< E 
B5M9K9?B69K9E><@< J9AABEFS@< < <894?4@< 
7D4:84AE>B7B B5M9EF64; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 CB;<F<6AOI :<;A9AAOI BD<9AF<DB6 < 
C?4AB6; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 G B5GK4RM<IES 7BFB6ABEF< < 
ECBEB5ABEF< > B5D4;B64A<R, 6 FB@ K<E?9 
E4@BB5D4;B64A<R, A4 CDBFS:9A<< 6E9= :<;A<; 
EB;A4F9?PAB9 BFABL9A<9 > A9CD9DO6AB@G 
B5D4;B64A<R >4> GE?B6<R GEC9LAB= 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= < B5M9EF69AAB= 89SF9?PABEF<; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 6OD4:9AAB= 6 CB6989A<< 
AD46EF69AAB= CB;<J<<, 6 FB@ K<E?9 ECBEB5ABEF< > 
EB;A4F9?PAB@G 6O5BDG 8B5D4, AD46EF69AAB7B 
EB;A4A<S < CB6989A<S A4 BEAB69 GE6B9A<S 
B5M9K9?B69K9E><I J9AABEF9= < AD46EF69AAOI KG6EF6 
(K9EF<, 8B?74, ECD4698?<6BEF<, @<?BE9D8<S < 
8DG:9?R5<S); 

 D4;6<F<9 >G?PFGDO @9:A4J<BA4?PAB7B B5M9A<S; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 G64:<F9?PAB7B BFABL9A<S > 
DB8<F9?S@ < EF4DL9@G CB>B?9A<R 6 J9?B@, 
7BFB6ABEF< CBASFP <I CB;<J<R, CD<ASFP <I ;45BFG, 
7BFB6ABEF< 8B7B64D<64FPES E DB8<F9?S@< < K?9A4@< 
E9@P< 6 D9L9A<< 6BCDBEB6 6989A<S 8B@4LA97B 
IB;S=EF64, D4ECD989?9A<S E9@9=AOI B5S;4AABEF9=; 

 6BEC<F4A<9 BF69FEF69AAB7B BFABL9A<S > EB;84A<R < 
EBID4A9A<R E9@P< A4 BEAB69 BEB;A4AAB7B CD<ASF<S 
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J9AABEF9= E9@9=AB= :<;A<; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 FB?9D4AFAB7B EB;A4A<S < CB6989A<S 6 
CB?<>G?PFGDAB@ @<D9, 7BFB6ABEF< < ECBEB5ABEF< 
69EF< 8<4?B7 E 8DG7<@< ?R8P@<, 8BEF<74FP 6 A9@ 
6;4<@BCBA<@4A<S, A4IB8<FP B5M<9 J9?< < 
EBFDG8A<K4FP 8?S <I 8BEF<:9A<S. 

 B8G?P 5 «1>B?B7<K9E>B9 
6BEC<F4A<9» 
 

Ц9?P @B8G?я: HBD@<DB64A<9 G B5GK4RM<IES KG6EF64 
59D9:AB7B BFABL9A<S > :<6B= CD<DB89 < B>DG:4RM9= 
ED989, >G?PFGDAB@G A4E?98<R < FD48<J<S@ 
@AB7BA4J<BA4?PAB7B A4DB84 $BEE<<. 
�484G< @B8G?я: 

 D4;6<F<9 G B5GK4RM<IES Q>B?B7<K9E>B= >G?PFGDO, 
59D9:AB7B BFABL9A<S > DB8AB= ;9@?9, CD<DB8AO@ 
5B74FEF64@ $BEE<< < @<D4, CBA<@4A<9 6?<SA<S 
EBJ<4?PAB-Q>BAB@<K9E><I CDBJ9EEB6 A4 EBEFBSA<9 
CD<DB8AB= < EBJ<4?PAB= ED98O; 

 6BEC<F4A<9 KG6EF64 BF69FEF69AABEF< ;4 EBEFBSA<9 
CD<DB8AOI D9EGDEB6, HBD@<DB64A<9 G@9A<= < 
A46O>B6 D4;G@AB7B CD<DB8BCB?P;B64A<S, 
A9F9DC<@B7B BFABL9A<S > 89=EF6<S@, CD<ABESM<@ 
6D98 Q>B?B7<<; CD<B5D9F9A<9 BCOF4 Q>B?B7B-
A4CD46?9AAB= 89SF9?PABEF<; 

 6BEC<F4A<9 QEF9F<K9E>B7B BFABL9A<S > @<DG, 
6>?RK4S QEF9F<>G 5OF4, A4GKAB7B < F9IA<K9E>B7B 
F6BDK9EF64, ECBDF4, B5M9EF69AAOI BFABL9A<=; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 @<DB6B;;D9A<S, EBBF69FEF6GRM97B 
EB6D9@9AAB@G GDB6AR D4;6<F<S A4G>< < 
B5M9EF69AAB= CD4>F<><, BEAB64AAB7B A4 8<4?B79 
>G?PFGD, 4 F4>:9 A4 CD<;A4A<< D4;?<KAOI HBD@ 
B5M9EF69AAB7B EB;A4A<S, CD98CB?474RM97B 
BEB;A4A<9 E6B97B @9EF4 6 CB?<>G?PFGDAB@ @<D9; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 KG6EF64 ?R56< > $B8<A9 A4 BEAB69 
<;GK9A<S >G?PFGDAB7B A4E?98<S < FD48<J<= 
@AB7BA4J<BA4?PAB7B A4DB84 $BEE<<. 
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1.3. %<EF9@4 >BAFDB?S < BJ9A>< BE6B9A<S CDB7D4@@O GK95AB= 8<EJ<C?<AO 

         �BAFDB?P >4K9EF64 BE6B9A<S GK95AB= 8<EJ<C?<AO 6>?RK49F 6 E95S F9>GM<= 

>BAFDB?P GEC9649@BEF< < CDB@9:GFBKAGR 4FF9EF4J<R. &9>GM<= >BAFDB?P GEC9649@BEF< < 

CDB@9:GFBKA4S 4FF9EF4J<S B5GK4RM<IES CDB6B8SFES 6 J9?SI GEF4AB6?9A<S EBBF69FEF6<S 

8BEF<:9A<= B5GK4RM<IES FD95B64A<S@ B5D4;B64F9?PAB= CDB7D4@@O > D9;G?PF4F4@ 

B5GK9A<S < HBD@<DB64A<S >B@C9F9AJ<=.  

(BD@B= CDB@9:GFBKAB= 4FF9EF4J<< CB GK95AB= 8<EJ<C?<A9 S6?S9FES 

8<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAO= ;4K9F, >BFBDO= CDB6B8<FES 6 HBD@9 F9EF<DB64A<S CB <;GK9AAO@ 

F9@4@. 

(BD@4@< F9>GM97B >BAFDB?S S6?SRFES 6OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAOI ;484A<=, 

>BAFDB?PAOI D45BF. 
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2. "?8A0=85 ?>:070B5;59 8 :@8B5@852 >F5=820=8S, >?8A0=85 H:0; >F5=820=8S 

 

�BAFDB?P >4K9EF64 BE6B9A<S 8<EJ<C?<AO 6>?RK49F 6 E95S F9>GM<= >BAFDB?P 

GEC9649@BEF< < CDB@9:GFBKAGR 4FF9EF4J<R. &9>GM<= >BAFDB?P GEC9649@BEF< < 

CDB@9:GFBKA4S 4FF9EF4J<S CDB6B8SFES 6 J9?SI GEF4AB6?9A<S EBBF69FEF6<S 8BEF<:9A<= 

B5GK4RM<IES FD95B64A<S@ B5D4;B64F9?PAB= CDB7D4@@O > D9;G?PF4F4@ B5GK9A<S < 

HBD@<DB64A<S >B@C9F9AJ<=. 

$9;G?PF4FO BJ9A<64A<S F9>GM97B >BAFDB?S ;4ABESFES CD9CB8464F9?9@ 6 :GDA4? < @B7GF 

GK<FO64FPES CD< CDB6989A<< CDB@9:GFBKAB= 4FF9EF4J<<. 

�?S BJ9A<64A<S D9;G?PF4FB6 B5GK9A<S <ECB?P;G9FES K9FODTI54?PA4S L>4?4: «BF?<KAB», 

«IBDBLB», «G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB», «A9G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB». 

#9D9K9AP BJ9ABKAOI ED98EF6  CD98EF46?9A 6 A<:9E?98GRM9= F45?<J9.  

 

 

                              #5@5G5=P >F5=>G=OE A@54AB2 
 

№ !4<@9AB64A<9 
HBA8B6 BJ9ABKAOI 
ED98EF6 

�D4F>4S I4D4>F9D<EF<>4 HBA8B6 
BJ9ABKAOI ED98EF6 

#D98EF46?9A<9 
HBA8B6 BJ9ABKAOI 
@4F9D<4?B6 6 ("% 

                                  &5:CI89 :>=B@>;P CA?5205<>AB8 

1. �OCB?A9A<9 
>BAFDB?PAOI 
;484A<= CB 
BE6B9AAB= F9@9 

%D98EF6B 8?S CDB69D>< G@9A<= 
CD<@9ASFP CB?GK9AAO9 ;A4A<S CB 
BE6B9AAB= F9@9 8<EJ<C?<AO. 

$9>B@9A8G9FES 8?S BJ9A>< ;A4A<=, 
G@9A<= < 6?489A<= B5GK4RM<IES. 

�484A<S CB F9@4@ 
8<EJ<C?<AO. 

2. �BAFDB?PA4S D45BF4 
6 HBD@9 F9EF4  (&9EF) 

%D98EF6B 8?S CDB69D>< ?9>E<K9E>B7B < 
7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B @<A<@G@4, 
A9B5IB8<@B7B 8?S KF9A<S < C9D96B84 
<ABEFD4AAOI F9>EFB6 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= A4CD46?9AABEF<. 
$9>B@9A8G9FES 8?S BJ9A>< ;A4A<=, 
G@9A<= < 6?489A<= B5GK4RM<IES. 

�BAFDB?PAO9 
(F9EFB6O9) ;484A<S 
CB F9@4@ 
8<EJ<C?<AO 

3. �<>F4AF %D98EF6B 8?S CDB69D>< G@9A<S 
B5M4FPES C<EP@9AAB A4 <ABEFD4AAB@ 
S;O>9 A4 CDBH9EE<BA4?PAO9 < 
CB6E98A96AO9 F9@O, E4@BEFBSF9?PAB 
EB69DL9AEF6B64FP C<EP@9AAGR D9KP, 
CBCB?ASFP E?B64DAO= ;4C4E. 
$9>B@9A8G9FES 8?S BJ9A>< ;A4A<=, 
G@9A<= < 6?489A<= B5GK4RM<IES. 

&9>EFO 8<>F4AFB6 

                                         #@><56CB>G=0S 0BB5AB0F8S 
4. �4KTF %D98EF6B, CB;6B?SRM99 BJ9A<FP 

;A4A<S, G@9A<S < 6?489A<S 
B5GK4RM97BES CB 8<EJ<C?<A9. 
$9>B@9A8G9FES 8?S BJ9A>< ;A4A<=, 

&9EFB6O9 ;484A<S > 
;4KTFG. 
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G@9A<= < 6?489A<= A46O>4@< 
B5GK4RM<IES.. 

 

 

�@8B5@88 8 H:0;O >F5=820=8S 2 @57C;PB0B5 87CG5=8S 48AF8?;8=O ?@8 
?@>2545=88 B5:CI53> :>=B@>;S 8 ?@><56CB>G=>9 0BB5AB0F88: 

 

,>4?O BJ9A<64A<S �D<F9D<< BJ9A<64A<S 

«BF?<KAB» 

"5GK4RM<=ES CD46<?PAB 6OCB?A<? 6E9 ;484A<S >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO 
(F9EF4, GCD4:A9A<=). �9;BL<5BKAB ;4C<E4? F9>EF 8<>F4AF4 (E?B64DAB7B 
8<>F4AF4), 6OCB?A<? BF?<KAO= C9D96B8 CD98?B:9AAB7B ;484A<S. #B>4;4? 
BF?<KAB9 6?489A<9 ;A4A<S@< B EBJ<B>G?PFGDAB= EC9J<H<>9 EFD4AO 
<;GK49@B7B S;O>4 < G@9A<R EFDB<FP E6BT D9K96B9 < A9D9K96B9 CB6989A<9 
489>64FAB QFB= EC9J<H<>9. 

«IBDBLB» 

"5GK4RM<=ES IBDBLB 6OCB?A<? 6E9 ;484A<S >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO (F9EF4, 
GCD4:A9A<=). % A9;A4K<F9?PAO@ >B?<K9EF6B@ BL<5B> ;4C<E4? F9>EF 
8<>F4AF4 (E?B64DAB7B 8<>F4AF4), 6OCB?A<? IBDBL<= C9D96B8 
CD98?B:9AAB7B ;484A<S. #B>4;4? IBDBL99 6?489A<9 ;A4A<S@< B 
EBJ<B>G?PFGDAB= EC9J<H<>9 EFD4AO <;GK49@B7B S;O>4 < G@9A<R EFDB<FP 
E6BT D9K96B9 < A9D9K96B9 CB6989A<9 489>64FAB QFB= EC9J<H<>9. 

«G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB» 

"5GK4RM<=ES G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB 6OCB?A<? 6E9 ;484A<S >BAFDB?PAB= 
D45BFO (F9EF4, GCD4:A9A<=). % EGM9EF69AAO@< A9FBKABEFS@<  ;4C<E4? 
F9>EF 8<>F4AF4 (E?B64DAB7B 8<>F4AF4), 6OCB?A<? G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAO= 
C9D96B8 CD98?B:9AAB7B ;484A<S. #B>4;4? G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB9 6?489A<9 
;A4A<S@< B EBJ<B>G?PFGDAB= EC9J<H<>9 EFD4AO <;GK49@B7B S;O>4 < 
G@9A<R EFDB<FP E6BT D9K96B9 < A9D9K96B9 CB6989A<9 489>64FAB QFB= 
EC9J<H<>9. 

«A9G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB» 

"5GK4RM<=ES A9G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB (EB ;A4K<F9?PAO@ >B?<K9EF6B@ 
BL<5B>) 6OCB?A<? 6E9 ;484A<S >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO (F9EF4, GCD4:A9A<=). 
!9 ECD46<?ES E ;4C<EPR  F9>EF4 8<>F4AF4 (E?B64DAB7B 8<>F4AF4), A9 
6OCB?A<?  C9D96B8 CD98?B:9AAB7B ;484A<S. #B>4;4? A98BEF4FBKAO= 
GDB69AP  6?489A<S ;A4A<S@< B EBJ<B>G?PFGDAB= EC9J<H<>9 EFD4AO 
<;GK49@B7B S;O>4 < G@9A<R EFDB<FP E6BT D9K96B9 < A9D9K96B9 CB6989A<9 
489>64FAB QFB= EC9J<H<>9. 

 

 

#@>3@0<<0 :>=B@>;P=>->F5=>G=OE <5@>?@8SB89 70 ?5@8>4 87CG5=8S ?> 

48AF8?;8=5 
 

 

№ 

!4<@9AB64A<9 
>BAFDB?PAB-
BJ9ABKAB7B 
@9DBCD<SF<S 

"5N9>F >BAFDB?S 
(F9@4 />B@C9F9AJ<<) 

!4<@9AB64A<9 
BJ9ABKAB7B 
ED98EF64 

(HBD@4 CDB6989A<S) 

1.1 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P &9@4: «"5D4;B64A<9» "�-1 

 B8G?P 1 
�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (GEFAB) 

1.2 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: «"ID4A4 B>DG:4RM9= 
ED98O» 

"�-2 "�-4 

 B8G?P 
1,5 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 
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1.3 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P &9@4: «%D98EF64 >B@@GA<>4J<<» 

"�-3 

 B8G?P 1, 

4  

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

1.4 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P &9@4: «�EFBD<S EFDB<F9?PEF64» 

"�-2 "�-3 

 B8G?P 
1,4  

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

1.5 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: «#BASF<9 DOABKAB= 
Q>BAB@<><», «#D46B 
EB5EF69AABEF< A4 ;9@?R» 

"�-4  

"�-8 

 B8G?P 
1,3 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB < 
GEFAB) 

1.6 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: «%FDB<F9?PAO9 
CDBH9EE<<» 

"�-1 "�-2 

"�-3 "�-6 

"�-7 

 B8G?P 
1,2 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (D45BF4 6 
7DGCC4I) 

1.7 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: «�84A<S 4DI<F9>FGDAB7B 
B5D4;J4» 

"�-1, "�-

8 

 B8G?P 
1,3 

 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB < 
GEFAB)  
 

1.8 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P &9@4: «�9@9?PAO9 D9HBD@O» 

"�-2 "�-5 

 B8G?P 
1,5 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB < 
GEFAB) 
  

1.9 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P &9@4: «�9B89;<S» 

"�-2 "�-8 

"�-6  

"�-7 

 B8G?P 1, 
3 

!4C<E4A<9  E?B64DAB7B 
8<>F4AF4 A4 
<ECB?P;B64A<9  ?9>E<>< 
CB F9@9. 
�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (6 7DGCC4I) 

1.10 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P &9@4: «�4DFB7D4H<S» 

"�-2 

"�-8 

 B8G?P 1 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

1.11 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: «#D46<F9?< $BEE<< < 
�9?<>B5D<F4A<<», «%<EF9@4 
7BEG84DEF69AAB7B GCD46?9A<S» 

"� 2 
"� 4 

 B8G?P 1, 
4 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

1.12 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: « 9A98:@9AF < 
@9A98:9DO», «'EFDB=EF6B A4 
D45BFG» 

"� 2 "� 4 
 B8G?P 1 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

2.1 
#DB@9:GFBKA4S 
4FF9EF4J<S 

$4;89?O 8<EJ<C?<AO %�*.03. 

�ABEFD4AAO= S;O> 6 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 89SF9?PABEF< 
(2 >GDE, 3-4 E9@9EFDO) 

"�-1- 

"�-9 

 B8G?P 1-
4 

�OCB?A9A<9 
>BAFDB?PAB7B F9EFB6B7B 
;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 
�<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAO= 
;4KTF 

2.2 
#DB@9:GFBKA4S 
4FF9EF4J<S 

$4;89?O 8<EJ<C?<AO %�*.03. 

�ABEFD4AAO= S;O> 6 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 89SF9?PABEF< 
(3 >GDE, 5-6 E9@9EFDO) 

"�- 1 – 
"�-9 

 B8G?P 1-
4 

�OCB?A9A<9 
>BAFDB?PAB7B F9EFB6B7B 
;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 
�<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAO= 
;4KTF 

2.3 #DB@9:GFBKA4S $4;89?O 8<EJ<C?<AO %�*.03. "�-1 – �OCB?A9A<9 
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4FF9EF4J<S �ABEFD4AAO= S;O> 6 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 89SF9?PABEF<  
(4 >GDE, 7-8 E9@9EFDO) 

"�-9 

 B8G?P 1-
4 

>BAFDB?PAB7B F9EFB6B7B 
;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 
�<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAO= 
;4KTF 

 

 

3. (BA8 BJ9ABKAOI ED98EF6 8?S F9>GM97B >BAFDB?S  
 

&5<0 1.1 : « "1@07>20=85» 
 

ВOCB?A9A<9 BF9ABGAB7B ;484A<я (GEFAB) 

 

Read the sentences, point out the Continuous Tenses. Give the Russian equivalents. 

#@>G8B09B5 ?@54;>65=8S, >?@545;8B5 2@5<5=0 3@C??O Continuous. �09B5 
@CAA:85 Q:2820;5=BO. 

 

1. We use this scheme when we are discussing the problem.  

2. Now he is sitting at the lesson. 

3. These learners are working now at about the same speed as their classmates. 

4. At 10 o’clock tomorrow he will be taking the exam. 
5. He is watching TV at the moment. 

6. Primary school pupils are being taught such skills as reading, writing, and arithmetic. 

7. They were receiving instructions in different subjects the whole month. 

8. At the moment the pictures are being described by the pupils. 

9. He was visiting the museum from 4 till 6 o’clock yesterday. 

10. The classes are being attended by the students all the term. 

 

 
&5<0 1.2 «"E@0=0 >:@C60RI59 A@54O» 
 

ВOCB?A9A<9 BF9ABGAB7B ;484A<я (C<EP@9AAB) 
 

Continue the following statements. 

#@>4>;68B5 A;54CRI85 CB25@645=8S 
 

1. The forest protects the Earth from erosion &&.. . 
2. Under the branches of higher trees, there are &&.. . 
3. When man breathes, he &&& . 
4. During the photosynthesis &&& . 
5. In his activity, man needed timber &&&.. . 
6. Recently scientists have found out that ecological crises &&& 

7. If the forest is destroyed because of commercial interests &&.. . 
8. Our country protects forests: in 1942 &&& 

9. Because of people forest fires take place, and if will take &&. 
10. Only if we take care of Earth &&&. . 

 

 

&5<0 1.3. « %@54AB20 :><<C=8:0F88» 
 

ВOCB?A9A<9 BF9ABGAB7B ;484A<я (C<EP@9AAB) 
 

Make a sentence out of the two parts. 
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%>AB02PB5 ?@54;>65=8S. 
 

1. The first black-and-white nine-by-

by-twelve inch TV sets 

2. In a surprisingly short time 

 

 

3. At present 

 

4. Satellite and cable TV make it 

possible 

5. Recently black-and-white TV 
 

 

6. The next major advance in  
 

 

7. The invention of high definition 

television with a picture resembling a 

wide screen film 

1. has been replaced by colour 

television  

2. the development of TV became 

digital television in which the usual 

signal is replaced by a digital code. 

3. were of historical importance in 

1939 

4. television has had great influence 

on people’s life and way of thinking 
5. is the most important stage in the 

development of TV since the 

appearance of colour television 

6. to watch TV programs in different 

parts of the country and throughout 

the world 

7. there are different kinds of 

television systems: satellite, cable, 

colour, pocket-size, digital, high-

definitional television 

 

 

 

&5<0 1.4 «�AB>@8S AB@>8B5;PAB20» 
 

ВOCB?A9A<9 BF9ABGAB7B ;484A<я (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

Complete the sentences choosing the best variant corresponding to the contests of the Text 

1B. (p. 21-23) 

�>?>;=8B5 ?@54;>65=8S, 2O1@02 ?@028;P=O9 20@80=B 2 A>>B25BAB288 A B5:AB>< 1� 
(AB@. 21-23 CG51=8: �0@03C;S %.�. «�=3;89A:89 4;S ABC45=B>2 AB@>8B5;P=OE 
A?5F80;P=>AB59») 
 

1) In early times people constructed their homes from 

a) stone available 

b) any material available 

c) bricks 

 

2) At the time of the Tenaissance in the 15
th

 and 16
th

 centuries a new sort of building 

specialist was 

a) A master stonemason 

b) A craftsman 

c) An artist 

 

3) In the 19
th

 century advances in science meant that 

a) A system of trial and error was relied on 

b) Design calculations were introduced 

c) New materials began to be used 

 

4) The construction of the skyscraper was made possible by 
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a) The use of steel framing, the invention of the elevator, the telephone, and air 

conditioning. 

b) The use of steel framing 

c) The invention of the elevator and air conditioning 

 

5) Now the construction process is highly organized because 

a) It includes the manufacturers of building products 

b) It involves design professionals. 

c) It involves different sorts of building experts 

 

Write the words in the correct order to make sentences and translate them into Russian. 

�0?8H8B5 ?@54;>65=8S, @0AAB0282 A;>20 2 ?@028;P=>< ?>@S4:5 8 ?5@52548B5 8E. 
 

1. Is, architecture, art, the. 

2. The, of, past, have, in, been, different, kinds, there, or, architecture, styles, many. 

3. Large, are, triangular, pyramids, the, buildings? 

4. He, of, the, not, the, be, sort, material, must, forget, to used, in, building. 

5. Stone, this, and, be, brick, wood, may, or, concrete, steel. 

 

&5<0 1.5 «#>=SB85 @O=>G=>9 Q:>=><8:8», «#@02> A>1AB25==>AB8 =0 75<;R» 
 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB). 

1. �9D9698<F9 A4 4A7?<=E><= я;O> 

CD<5O?P, 4>F<6O, C4EE<6O, BJ9A<64FP, EEG84, BFKTF, B5S;4F9?PEF6B  

2. �9D9698<F9 A4 DGEE><= я;O> 

loss, to earn, transaction, cash, current, long-term, to purchase 

3. �ECD46PF9 BH<5>G 6 CD98?B:9A<<. 

1. Unfortunately, the word capital are used in many ways. 

2. Assets falls into two groups. These are: fixed assets and current assets. 

3. The raw materials are turn into finished goods. 

2.Managers shall be primarily concerned with two accounting documents- the balance 

sheet and the profit and loss account. 

4. �9D9698<F9 A4 DGEE><= я;O> 

1. The day-to-day transaction are met by specific parts of the accounting system. 

2. From the ledger, the balances of some accounts are transferred to the trading and profit 

and loss accounts, which shows the profit for the year. 

        3. Management means the planning, controlling, directing and coordinating of various 

ideas, activities and programmes in order to achieve a stated objective.  

5. ВEF46PF9 CB8EB8яI<= @B84?PAO= 7?47B? <; EC<E>4: 

can, won’t be able to, may, have to, must, will be allowed to, may not, had to, to be able to, 

were allowed to, might 

1. Children&&..be careful when crossing the street. 
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2. You&&..speak like that, it’s not polite. 

3. It was far from the station and we&&.take a bus home. 

4. They &&.take every Friday off last year. 

5. I’d like&&.play chess. 

6. I think I’ll&&.go and buy some bread for the dinner. 

7. The boy &&.drive my car if he passes his exam. 

8. They were told that they &&.continue the research work. 

9. On his way he&&&cross a narrow wooden bridge over a stream. 

10. I’m sorry but I&&..come to your place next Sunday. 

6.  4;O7D4=F9 8<4?B7 6 7DGCC4E 
Fox: Since our main objective is to gain market share, I believe we must first    of all reduce 

our prices. 

Brown: But if we reduce prices that will cut our profits. 

Fox: That's right, but we can slowly increase production, which will eventually enable us to 

cut unit costs. 

Smith: That's really a long-term prospect. Unit costs can only come down if we invest in 

new plant and machinery. I personally think we should go for higher profitability. If we 

upgrade the product, we can charge higher prices and get larger profits. 

Fox: Look, the market is already very competitive. If we increase prices, whatever the 

quality, the market will immediately respond and sales will drop rapidly. But if we reduce 

costs in manufacturing, that will put us in a strong position to adapt to the market. 

 

 

ВOCB?A9A<9 BF9ABGAB7B ;484A<я (D45BF4 6 7DGCC4E) 
 

Give definition to: 

"1AC48BP 2 3@C??0E (?> 4 G5;>25:0) 8 40BP >?@545;5=85 :064><C B5@<8=C: 
 

Gross profit, assets, fixed assets, liability, a long-term plan, a short-term plan, cash transaction, 

to meet requirements, profit and loss account, balance sheet,  business promises, to provide 

promises, to sell own goods, to summarize these facts, a loss of money, to transfer  

 

�OCB?A9A<9 >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO 6 86GI 64D<4AF4I (C<EP@9AAB). 
�4D<4AF 1 

1. �DBG<F4=F9 F9>EF < BF69FPF9 A4 6BCDBEO.    

 

Land Ownership 

Current Russian legislation states that land may be owned by a variety of different title holders. 

The law provides for the equality of treatment of ownership rights to: 

- state land owned by the Russian Federation (federal property); 

- state land owned by constituent entities of the Russian Federation (<Russian constituent  

entities=); 

- land owned by municipalities (municipal property); and 
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- land owned by legal entities and individuals (private property). 

Unlike other commercially traded property, all land plots must belong to some individual 

or entity. All land which is neither municipal nor private property is considered the 

property of the state. 

       At the present time the majority of land in Russia is the property of the state. 

Application of Federal Law No. 101-FZ of July 17, 20.. , <On Delimitation of State 

Ownership of Land=, will allow a significant proportion of state land suitable for 

commercial use to be transferred to municipal ownership/ 

Under Art. 9-11 and 29 of the Land Code of the Russian Federation, state or municipally-

owned land plots may be allocated to individuals or legal entities by federal executive 

authorities or municipalities. Clause 10 Art.3 of Federal Law No. 137-FZ of October 25, 

20.., <On the Enactment of the Land Code of the Russian Federation,= provides that until 

the delimitation of state ownership of land, municipalities are empowered within the 

limits of their authority to administer state land as they see fit, unless otherwise provided 

by law. 

1. What does the law provide for the equality of treatment of ownership rights to? 

2. All land which is neither municipal nor private property is considered the property of the 

state isn’t it? 

3. Where is the majority of land In Russia at the present time? 

4. What will the law <On Delimitation of State Ownership of Land= allow ? 

5. When was the law <On the Enactment of the Land Code of the Russian Federation,= 

adopted? 

6.  Do you consider the state or municipally-owned land plots may be allocated to 

individuals or legal entities by federal executive authorities or municipalities?  

2. �9D9698<F9 E?B64 A4 DGEE><= я;O>. 
3. land ownership_____________________________________ 

4. federal property _____________________________________ 

5. municipal property ___________________________________________ 

6. private property ___________________________________________ 

7. land plots ________________________________________ 

8. delimitation__________________________________________ 

 

3. ДBCB?A<F9 CD98?B:9A<я E?B64@< <; F9>EF4. 

1. State land owned by the Russian Federation  _____________              

2. State land owned by constituent entities of the Russian Federation 

_____________ 

3. Land owned by municipalities _____________ 

4. Land owned by legal entities and individuals _____________. 
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4. ВO59D<F9 B8<A 64D<4AF C9D96B84 

1. CD46B EB5EF69AABEF< A4 ;9@?R 

a. land title 

b. ownership of land 

c. land ownership 

2. EB5EF69AABEFP 

a. tenure 

b. belonging 

c. property 

3. ;9@9?PAO= GK4EFB> 

a. land plot 

b. area 

c. field 

4. RD<8<K9E>B9 ?<JB 

a. legal entity 

b. juridical person 

c. natural person 

5. ;4>BAABEFP 

a. lawfulness 

b. legality 

c. legitimacy 

 

5. ВO59D<F9 B8<A <; E<ABA<@B6 
1. <to delimit= means 

a. to differentiate 

b. to draw 

c. to decide 

2. <to ensure= means 
a. to secure 

b. to achieve 

c. to provide 

3. <to give= means 

a. to let 

b. to put 

c. to allow 

6. �4>BAG<F9 D4;89?<F9?PAO= 6BCDBE  
1.  At the present time the majority of land in Russia is the property of the state, 

 &&&..? 
a. is it 

b. isn’t it 
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c. is he 

2. All land which is neither municipal nor private property is considered the property of the 

state,  &&&.? 
a. doesn’t it 
b. is he  

c. isn’t it 
3. Unlike other commercially traded property, all land plots must belong to some individual 

or entity, &&&&? 
a. mustn’t they 
b. must they 

c. don’t they 
                                                         

                                                    �4D<4AF 2 
 

1. #DBK<F4=F9 F9>EF < BF69FPF9 A4 6BCDBEO 

The Russian Constitution places issues of land ownership, use and management, delimitation of 

state ownership and enactment of land legislation within the joint purview of the Russian 

Federation and its constituent entities. Russian constituent entities have the authority to enact any 

laws or acts that do not contradict federal law. 

As an example, the law of the Moscow Region <On Regulation of Land Relation in the Moscow 
region=(as amended by the Law of the Moscow Region of September 21, 2004) vests the right to 

transfer state land to private ownership or to lease out state land for commercial use in 

municipalities subject to a number of conditions, in particular, if land is given out in plots ranging 

from 0,5 to 3 hectares. The exact plot size will differ from to place. Larger plots are administered 

by the Property Relations Ministry of the Moscow region or the Government of the Moscow 

Region. 

 

1. Do Russian constituent entities have the authority to enact any laws or acts that do not 

contradict federal law? 

2. Who enacts any laws or acts that do not contradict federal law? 

3. Are larger plots administered by the Property Relations Ministry of the Moscow region or 

the Government of the Moscow Region? 

2. �9D9698<F9 E?B64 A4 DGEE><= я;O>. 
1. enactment 

2. constituent entities 

3. federal law 

4. land relation 

5. lease 

6. to vest 

 

3. ДBCB?A<F9 CD98?B:9A<я E?B64@< <; F9>EF4.  

1. The Russian Constitution places issues of land ownership  ___________________. 

2. Russian_______________ have the authority to enact any laws or acts that do not   

contradict federal law. 

3. The ____________ will differ from to place. 

4. Larger plots are administered by the Property Relations Ministry of the Moscow region 

or_____________ .  
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4. ВO59D<F9 B8<A <; E<ABA<@B6 
1. <to issue= means 

a. to go out  

b. to leave 

c. to appear 

2. <to joint= means 

a. to connect 

b. to couple 

c. to link 

3. <To vest= means 

a. to furnish 

b. to place trust in 

c. to envelop 

5. �4>BAG<F9 D4;89?<F9?PAO= 6BCDBE   
1. The Russian Constitution places issues of land ownership, use and management, 

delimitation of state ownership and enactment of land legislation within the joint purview of the 

Russian Federation and its constituent entities, &&&..? 
a. does it 

b. doesn’t it 
c. does he 

2. Russian constituent entities have the authority to enact any laws or acts that do not 

contradict federal law, &&&.? 
a. don’t they 
b. doesn’t it 
c. do they 

3. The exact plot size will differ from to place, &&&&? 
a. will it 

b. won’ it 
c. will he 

 

 

&5<0 1.6 « �40=85 8 53> G0AB8» 
 

ВOCB?A9A<9 BF9ABGAB7B ;484A<я (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

Make the following sentences complete by translating the words and phrases in brackets. 

�>?>;=8B5 A;54CRI85 ?@54;>65=8S, ?5@52>4S A;>20 8 D@07O 2 A:>1:0E. 
 

1. The inventive monitoring method consists in determining loads applied to 

(EFDB<F9?PAO9 >BAEFDG>J<<). 2. The new owner wants to (D9>BAEFDG<DB64FP) the 

building he bought. 3. The building engineering programme is presented (CBED98EF6B@) 

lectures, tutorials, seminars and case studies. 4. The company seeks a building engineer 

to (<ECB?P;B64FP) and (B5E?G:<64FP) all building equipment and systems. 5. A degree 

course in (CDB9>F<DB64A<9 ;84A<= < EBBDG:9A<=) takes four years in the UK. 6. The 

city engineer (CDB<;6T? FBCB7D4H<K9E>GR ENT@>G) the property  to amend the map. 7. 

For people interested in the many well-paying careers in (8B@BEFDB9A<9)5, this 

association offers numerous educational and career resources. 8. This course provides 

students with an understanding of the characteristics of a (D4;ABB5D4;<9) of materials 
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used in building. 9 The company hired a contractor to (6OCB?A<FP) construction work on 

a new building. 10. What does the term utility (;A4K<FP)? 
 

ВOCB?A9A<9 BF9ABGAB7B ;484A<я (GEFAB) 
 

Read and translate the sentences with infinitives used as Attribute. 

#@>G8B09B5 8 ?5@52548B5 ?@54;>65=8S A 8=D8=8B820<8 2 :0G5AB25 >?@545;5=8S. 
 

Example 

The road to connect these two towns is being built. – �BDB74, >BFBD4я 8B?:A4 EB98<A<FP QF< 

864 7BDB84, EFDB<FES. 
Here is the text to be translated. – �BF F9>EF, >BFBDO= AG:AB C9D969EF<. 

 

1. Windows provided humans with the ability to both let light into rooms while at the same 

time keeping inclement weather outside. 2. They designed the building structures to 

successfully support and resist the loads which act on them. 3. Facing bricks to be used in 

the outer walls of buildings can be given a rough or textured surface. 4. Arches called 

trusses are used to span the area to be left open. 5. The first degree in Civil Engineering 

to be awarded to a woman in the USA was granted by Cornell University to Nora Blatch 

in 1905. 

 

 

&5<0 1.7  « %B@>8B5;P=O5 ?@>D5AA88» 
 

ВOCB?A9A<9 BF9ABGAB7B ;484A<я (D45BF4 6 7DGCC4E) 
 

In groups of two people match the words with the definition below. 

� 3@C??0E ?> 420 G5;>25:0 @0A?@545;8B5 A;>20 A 8E >?@545;5=8S<8. 
 

a) Plumber                                       e) employer 

b) Contractor                                    f) plasterer 

c) Glazier                                          g) supervisor 

d) Carpenter                                      h) trade worker 

e) Paper hanger                                 i) mason 

 

1. A person who manages 

2. A worker skilled at applying plaster 

3. A person who gives a job to others 

4. A person skilled at making and repairing wooden objects 

5. A person who cuts and fits glass 

6. A person skilled at sticking wallpaper on the walls of a room  

7. A person who builds or works with stone or brick 

8. A person or firm that promises to do work at a fixed rate 

9. A skilled worker 

10. A person whose job is so fit and repair water pipes, bathroom apparatus, etc 

 

Match the English word combinations with the Russian equivalents. 

$0A?@545;8B5 0=3;89A:85 A;>2>A>G5B0=8S A 8E @CAA:8<8 Q:2820;5=B0<8. 
 

1. To complete on schedule 

2. To build a partition 

3. To reinforce masonry 

a. �D@<DB64FP >?48>G 
b. $G>B6B8<FP CDB9>FB@ 

c. "F89?O64FP CB69DIABEFP 
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4. To apply a varnish 

5. To install insulation 

6. To supervise a project 

7. To install sewerage 

8. To relate to construction 

9. To apply finishes 

10. To apply plaster 

11. To select an occupation 

12. To glaze a window 

d. "FABE<FPES > EFDB<F9?PEF6G 
e. �O5<D4FP CDBH9EE<R 

f. �4>BAK<FP CB 7D4H<>G 
g. !4ABE<FP LFG>4FGD>G 
h. �4EF9>?SFP B>AB 
i. 'EFD4<64FP <;B?SJ<R 

j. #BEFDB<FP C9D97BDB8>G 
k. #DB>?48O64FP >4A4?<;4J<R 

l. !4A9EF< ?4>B6B9 CB>DOF<9 
 

 

&5<0 1.8  «�40=8S 0@E8B5:BC@=>3> >1@07F0» 
 

ВOCB?A9A<9 BF9ABGAB7B ;484A<я (C<EP@9AAB) 
 

Translate from Russian into English 

#5@525AB8 A @CAA:>3> =0 0=3;89A:89. 
 

�DI<F9>FBD – K9?B69>, CDB9>F<DGRM<= ;84A<S. �DI<F9>FBD 8B?:9A CB;45BF<FPES >4> B 
6A9LA9@ 6<89 ;84A<S, F4> < B 97B CD<7B8ABEF< > <ECB?P;B64A<R. %FDB<F9?PAO@< 
@4F9D<4?4@< @B7GF 5OFP >4@A<, ><DC<K<, EF4?P < 8D. "8<A <; 8D96A9=L<I C4@SFA<>B6 
4DI<F9>FGDO – �7<C9FE><9 C<D4@<8O. "A< (C<D4@<8O) @B7GF D4EE>4;4FP A4@ B @AB7<I 
;4748>4I CDBL?OI J<6<?<;4J<=. ">B?B �4<D4 D4ECB?B:9AO FD< E4@O9 <;69EFAO9 
C<D4@<8O. 
 

ВOCB?A9A<9 BF9ABGAB7B ;484A<я (GEFAB) 
 

Read and translate the following word combinations. Look up your dictionary if necessary. 

#@>G8B09B5 8 ?5@52548B5 A;54CRI85 A;>2>A>G5B0=8S. �A?>;P7C9B5 A;>20@P B0<, 345 
QB> =5>1E>48<>. 
 

Construction industry, civil engineering construction contractors, trade contractors, construction 

trade workers, brick masons, insulation workers, first-line supervisors and managers, 

construction management occupations, field manager,  waste water treatment plants, design and 

construction processes, specialty trade contractor, conceptual development stage, site 

preparation, construction site activities. 

 

&5<0 1.9 «�5<5;P=O5 @5D>@<O» 
 

ВOCB?A9A<9 BF9ABGAB7B ;484A<я (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

Complete the sentences choosing the best variant according to the text 9B <Land 
surveying= (p. 205-206) 

�>?>;=8B5 ?@54;>65=8S, 2O1@02 ?>4E>4SI89 20@80=B 2 A>>B25BAB288 A B5:AB>< 9� 
<Land surveying= (AB@. 205-206 'G51=8:: %.�. �0@03C;S «�=3;89A:89 S7O: 4;S 
ABC45=B>2 AB@>8B5;P=OE A?5F80;P=>AB59») 
 

1) A boundary surveyor’s job is 
a) To mark the corners of the land boundaries desired by a customer 

b) To provide some relevant data 

c) To locate marks on the ground 

2) Pegs are used to 
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a) Verify the boundaries 

b) Locate boundaries 

c) Make work safe 

3) To establish boundary position 

a) Evidence of the existing records is used 

b) The distance between points on a previous survey is measured 

c) The global positioning system is set up 

4) Checks are made by 

a) Marking the corners in the field 

b) Measuring the distance between pegs 

c) Subdividing land 

5) Many properties have problems regarding 

a) Abutting them 

b) Multiple divisions of a land piece 

c) Improper calculations 

 

 

 

ВOCB?A9A<9 BF9ABGAB7B ;484A<я (GEFAB) 
 

Using the informative technologies read and translate the following word combinations. 

�A?>;P7CS ��&, 2O?>;=8B5 ?5@52>4 A;54CRI8E A;>2>A>G5B0=89 A ?@>D5AA8>=0;P=>9 
=0?@02;5==>ABPR. 

 

Three-dimensional space position, land maps and boundaries, data analysis, property boundaries, 

land survey data, space delineation, data accumulation, construction layout surveys, precision 

measurements, land ownership, a measuring instrument level, air pressure, a sea level, a 

boundary surveyor, boundary corners, an instrument location, reference marks, a standard map 

grid, a tape measure, rocket launch technology, horizontal axis error, measurement procedure. 

 

 

&5<0 1.10. «�5>4578S» 
 

ВOCB?A9A<9 BF9ABGAB7B ;484A<я (C<EP@9AAB) 
 

Word dictation. 

�0?8A0BP A;54CRI85  ?>=SB8S =0 0=3;89A:>< S7O:5. 
 

Distance, trigonometry, legal, cadastral, register, accumulation, reduce, compass, barometer, 

indication, differential, object, private, locate, verify, correct, aluminum, orientate, correspond, 

copy, interpretation, meteorology, perpendicular, lense, prism, automatically. 

 

ВOCB?A9A<9 BF9ABGAB7B ;484A<я (6 7DGCC4E) 
 

 Discuss the following questions with your groupmates (in groups of 4 people). 

"1AC48B5 A;54CRI85 2>?@>AO A> A2>8<8 >4=>3@C??=8:0<8 (2 3@C??0E ?> 4 G5;>25:0) 
8 409B5 ?>;=O5 >B25BO =0 =8E. 
 

a) What surveying instruments do you know? 

b) What scientific knowledge do surveyors use for surveying? 

c) What associated services does land surveying include? 

d) Why has surveying always been important in the development of human environment? 
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e) What modern uses of surveying do you know?  

f) How can a surveyor measure a slope? 

g) How was a compass improved? 

h) Why are levels calibrated? 

i) How is the height of a mountain determined? 

 

&5<0 1.11 «�0@B>3@0D8S » 
 

ВOCB?A9A<9 BF9ABGAB7B ;484A<я  (C<EP@9AAB) 
 

Match the words with definitions below 

#>415@8B5 : A;>20< ?>4E>4SI85 >?@545;5=8S 2=87C 
 

a) resolution                            b) level                                c) peg 

d) elevation                     e) plane                                f) axis 

f) theodolite                            h) measuring rod                  i) measuring tape 

j) cadastral survey 

 

1. a centre line to which parts of structure may be referred 

2. a flexible form of a ruler 

3. an architect’s drawing of one side of a building 
4. the means by which land boundaries are established/ relocated 

5. the power of an instrument to give a clear picture of things 

6. an instrument having a sequence of marks at regular intervals 

7. a short piece of wood or metal used to mark something 

8. an instrument used for measuring angles 

9. an instrument for showing whether a surface is horizontal 

10. a flat surface 

 

ВOCB?A9A<9 BF9ABGAB7B ;484A<я (C<EP@9AAB). 
 

Match the following English word combinations with the Russian equivalents. 

#>415@8B5 : A;54CRI8< 0=3;89A:8< A;>2>A>G5B0=8S< @CAA:85 Q:2820;5=BO. 
 

1. Plane of reference 

2. Execute land survey 

3. Establish boundaries 

4. Construction layout survey 

5. Gather information 

6. Accomplish an objective 

7. Install equipment 

8. Angular resolution 

9. Boundary corner 

10. Elevate a profession 

a. $4;5<6>4 EFDB=C?BM48>< 

b. �9@?9@9DAO= ;A4> 7D4A<JO 

c. 'EF4AB6<FP B5BDG8B64A<9 
d. �BBD8<A4FA4S C?BE>BEFP  
e. '7?B6B9 D4;D9L9A<9 
f. #B8ASFP CDBH9EE<R 

g. %B5<D4FP <AHBD@4J<R 

h. �OCB?ASFP CB?96GR ENT@>G 
i. �BEF<KP J9?< 

j. 'EF4A46?<64FP 7D4A<JO 

 

ВOCB?A9A<9 BF9ABGAB7B ;484A<я (C<EP@9AAB) 
 

Using the active vocabulary of the lesson, translate the text 

�A?>;P7CS 0:B82=O9 2>:01C;S@ C@>:0, 2O?>;=8B5 :>=B@>;P=O9 ?5@52>4 B5:AB0 =0 
0=3;89A:89 S7O:. 
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$9HBD@<DB64A<9 >4DFB7D4H<<, >BFBD4S D4;6<?4EP 6 F9K9A<9 18-7B 69>4, I4D4>F9D<;B64?BEP 
A4GKAO@< A4CD46?9A<S@< < 5B?99 FBKAO@< 89F4?S@<.  BAEFDO, ?P6O < A4>?BAAO9 ?<A<< 
<EK9;?< < 5O?< ;4@9A9AO H4>F<K9E><@ EB89D:4A<9@. �E>BD9 89>BD4F<6AO9 HGA>J<< 
5O?< FB?P>B 6 BDA4@9AF9 < 6 B>D9EFABEFSI 7D4A<JO. �4DF4 EB89D:<F 6ET 
G69?<K<64RMGRES <AHBD@4J<R, <@9RMGRES 6 A4?<K<<, K4EFB E CBSEA<F9?PAO@< 
CD<@9K4A<S@<. �O6B8O 5O?< BEAB64AO A4 <AHBD@4J<<, CB?GK9AAB= BF 8DG7<I >4DF < 
BFKTFB6 CGF9L9EF69AA<>B6 < <EE?98B64F9?9=. 
!B6O9 >4DFB7D4HO 5O?< GKTAO9, K4EFB ?R8< 6OEB>B7B D4A74 < 5B74FO9. �?S 8BDB7<I 
CD98CD<SF<=, F4><I >4> FD<7BAB@9FD<K9E>4S ENT@>4, 8?S FBKAB7B BCD989?9A<S D4;@9DB6 
�9@?<, BA< EG5E<8<DGRFES >BDB?T@ <?< (D4AJG;E>B= 4>489@<9=. �A4?B7<KAO9 F9A89AJ<< 
D4;6<64RFES CB 6E9= �6DBC9. 
!B64S >4DFB7D4H<S F4>:9 BEAB6O649FES A4 ?GKL<I <AEFDG@9AF4I. &9?9E>BC <7D49F 
64:AGR DB?P 6 CB6OL9A<< >4K9EF64 4EFDBAB@<K9E><I A45?R89A<=. �;B5D9F9A<9 
IDBAB@9FD4 E89?4?B 6OK<E?9A<S 8B?7BFO 7BD4;8B @9A99 FDG8BT@><@, K9@ CD9:89. �BD4;8B 
5B?PL9 <AHBD@4J<< CBS6<?BEP A4 >4DF4I < EI9@4I B5 BEFDB64I < CD<5D9:AOI 
BEB59AABEFSI. 
 

 

 

&5<0 1.12 «#@028B5;8 $>AA88»; «%8AB5<0 3>AC40@AB25==>3> C?@02;5=8S» 
 

ВOCB?A9A<9 BF9ABGAB7B ;484A<я (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

 Try to identify the meaning of the following notions. Match the words with their 

definitions. 

#>?OB09B5AP >?@545;8BP 7=0G5=85 A;54CRI8E ?>=SB89. %>>B=5A8B5 A;>20 A 8E 
>?@545;5=8S<8. 

 

an absolute monarch 

a dictator 

a constitutional monarch 

monarchy 

the royal family 

anti-monarchical 

 

 

a system of government by a 

monarch 

in opposition to monarchy 

a ruler who has total power 

over his country and who 

ruthlessly (:9EFB>B) rules his 

country 

a monarch who has unlimited 

power 

a monarch whose power is 

limited by a constitution 

the family of a king or queen 

 

&5<0 1.13 «  5=546<5=B 8 <5=5465@O»;  «'AB@>9AB2> =0 @01>BC» 
 

ВOCB?A9A<9 BF9ABGAB7B ;484A<я (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

Make the translation of these texts and do tasks to them. 
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#5@52548B5 A;54CRI85 B5:ABO 8 2O?>;=8B5 7040=8S : =8< ?> 20@80=B0<. 
 

                                                         

                                                                     Text 1 

1. To begin your job search, you must identify the kind of job you want, where the jobs are 

and what employers expect. 

2. If you are a student or a graduate of a vocational, technical or professional (university) 

training programme and you have the same interests, you already know the kind of job 

you want. 

3. Begin by thinking about the work you can do. Include the work you have been trained to 

do, work you have actually done and work you enjoy doing. 

4. Next, talk to as many people as possible about your job interests and concerns. 

5. Thinking and talking help you build a network of people interested in helping you. 

6. This network will lead to specific job contacts. 

7. However job counseling is also useful. 

8. Job counseling is a professional service that may include vocational interest and aptitude 

testing; informing and advising about particular jobs; and providing training and 

guidance in the various steps at a job search. 

 

1. Find in the text the equivalents of the following word combinations. 

!0948B5 2 B5:AB5 Q:2820;5=BO A;54CRI8E A;>2>A>G5B0=89. 
 

#B<E>< D45BFO, CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB9 GK95AB9 ;46989A<9, CDBH9EE<BA4?PAO9 >BAF4>FO, 
E?G:54 FDG8BGEFDB=EF64, CDB69D>4 CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= CD<7B8ABEF< < <AF9D9EB6, B5GK9A<9 
< DG>B6B8EF6B. 
 

2. Answer the questions. 

"B25BPB5 =0 2>?@>AO. 
1. What must you do to begin your job search? 

2. What must you include when thinking about the work you can do? 

3. How can you build a network of people interested in helping you? 

4. What is job counseling? 

5. Does it provide training and guidance? 

 

 

                                                    Text 2 

1. Employers want to select employees who have or who can learn the skills necessary to do 

the job. 

2. Most employers will not hire people who are not dependable or who cannot get along 

with others. 

3. Thus, they want to learn as much as possible about the skills, dependability and personal 

characteristics of prospective employees. 

4. Depending on the job you are applying for, you might have to complete an application 

form, participate in one or more employment interviews, submit a resume, take a test, 

have a physical examination or submit references, samples of your work and copies of 

your school records. 

5. Each of these steps in the employment process provides the employer with important 

information about you. 

 

3. Find in the text the equivalents of the following words and word combinations. 

!0948B5 2 B5:AB5 Q:2820;5=BO A;54CRI8E A;>2 8 A;>2>A>G5B0=89. 
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#D98CD<A<@4F9?<, D45BFA<><, A46O><, BF5BD D45BFA<>4 (A48T:ABEFP D45BFA<>4), 
?<KAO9 >4K9EF64, CD9F9A8B64FP A4 (D45BFG), E84FP Q>;4@9A, CDB=F< @98<J<AE>B9 
B5E?98B64A<9, CD98EF46<FP D9;R@9 < D9>B@9A84J<<. 
 

4. Which statements are correct? 

�0:85 CB25@645=8S ?@028;P=O5? 
 

1. Employers want to select only such employees who already have the necessary skills. 

2. Most employers will hire only dependable people. 

3. Employers want to learn all except your personal characteristics. 

4. You might have to take a test when applying for a job. 

5. You are never requested to submit references or school records. 

 

                                                         Text 3 

1. Many people believe that answering newspaper want ads is the best method to use. 

2. Job advertisements are found in the classified advertising section of newspapers. 

3. Want ads are also found in professional journals. 

4. There are two main types of want ads: <Help wanted= and <Jobs wanted=. 
You should read want ads for two reasons: first, to learn more general information about 

jobs that are available; second, to learn specific information about a particular job that is 

of interest to you. 

5. An ad may tell the education and work experience that are required for the job, the 

location of the job, the working hours and the pay.  

6. It also tells you how to apply for the particular job. 

7. Avoid ads that make unrealistic offers. 

8. If an ad suggests that you will make a lot of money quickly and easily, do not apply for 

that job. 

 

5  Find in the text the equivalents of the following words and word combinations. 

!0948B5 2 B5:AB5 Q:2820;5=BO A;54CRI8E A;>2 8 A;>2>A>G5B0=89. 
 

"5NS6?9A<9, CB8IB8SM4S D45BF4, CDBH9EE<BA4?PAO9 :GDA4?O, B5NS6?9A<9 B CD<T@9 A4 
D45BFG, «&D95GRFES A4 D45BFG», «�MG D45BFG», CDBH9EE<BA4?PAO= BCOF, 
@9EFBA4IB:89A<9 H<D@O, D45BK<= 89AP, BC?4F4, A9D94?PAO9 CD98?B:9A<S, ;4D45BF4FP 
@AB7B 89A97. 
 

 

 

4. ("!� "*�!"+!/) %$��%&� ��3 #$" ��'&"+!"� �&&�%&�*�� 

 

&5<0 2.1   $0745;O 48AF8?;8=O %�&.03. �=>AB@0==O9 S7O: 2 ?@>D5AA8>=0;P=>9 
45SB5;P=>AB8  (2 :C@A 3-4 A5<5AB@O) 
 

                                       �>=B@>;P=0S @01>B0 № 1 
!07=0G5=85 
("% CD98A4;A4K9A 8?S BJ9A>< D9;G?PF4FB6 BE6B9A<S GK95AB= 8<EJ<C?<AO <ABEFD4AAO= 
S;O>. 
(>@<0 ?@><56CB>G=>9 0BB5AB0F88 

�<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAO= ;4KTF 
�0GTB ?@>2>48BAS 2 2845 >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO. 
�>;8G5AB2> 20@80=B>2 4;S >1CG0RI8EAS – 1 

�@5<S 2O?>;=5=8S: 40 <8=CB 
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�040=8S:  9EFB<@9A<S. �<8B6D9@9AAO9 HBD@O 7?47B?B6. �9>E<>4 CB F9@9. 
'<5=8S: KF9A<9 
 

                                         ����!�/ ��/ "�''�.)��"%/ 

 

            �040=8S :>=B@>;P=>9 @01>BO 4;S :>=B@>;S CA2>5=8S 3@0<<0B8:8 

�>=B@>;P=0S @01>B0 ?@54AB02;5=0 2 2845 <FB7B6B7B ?9>E<>B-7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B F9EF4 E 
;484A<S@<, FD95GRM<@< 8BCB?A<FP CD98?B:9A<S < C9D969EF< <I A4 DGEE><= S;O>. 
�=AB@C:F8S ?> 2O?>;=5=8R 

�A<@4F9?PAB CDBK<F4=F9 ;484A<9 
�4 >4:8O= CD46<?PAO= BF69F 6 QFB@ ;484A<< 6O CB?GK49F9 1 54??. 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 >B?<K9EF6B 54??B6 – 20 

 4>E<@4?PAB9 6D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S – 40 @<AGF. 
 

�>?>;=8B5 8 ?5@52548B5 ?@54;>65=8S =0 @CAA:89 S7O:. 
Complete and translate the sentences into Russian. 

 

1. Each country has&&system of education. 
a) its                   b) it’s               c) it 
2. These students &&&.graduate from the college next year. 
a) were               b) are                c) will 

3. His parents sent&&&&to the grammar school. 

a) him                 b) his                 c) he 

4. Children&&&..secondary education at school. 

a) has got             b) gets                 c) get 

5. Many students &&&&&in hostels. 

a) live                   b) lives                c) to live 

6. Throughout &&&country there is a network of higher educational establishment. 
a) them                 b) their                c) theirs 

7. Comprehensive schools&&&&all types of secondary education.  
a) has combined   b) combined        c) combines  

8. The first university&&&.founded in 1755 in Moscow on the initiative of M.V. 
Lomonosov. 

a) to be                 b) was                  c) were 

9. Colleges&&&..different courses. 
a) offer                  b) to offer            c) is offering 

10. Some students failed&&&..entrance exams. 

a) ours                   b) their                 c) mine 

11. What departments&&&..there in your institution? 

a) are                      b) is                     c) were 

12. Our environment must be&&&.. . 
a) clean                   b) dirty                 c) fast 

13. Many species of animals live free of danger from man&&& 

a) homes                b) boxes               c) national parks 

14. Cars and factories&&&&the air. 

a) pollute                b) pollutes            c) is polluting 

15. Progress can be blamed in&&&problems. 
a) much                   b) many                c) little 

16. Air and water&&&.to all countries. 
a) belong                  b) belongs            c) belonged 

17. Our forests can die&&&&..acid rain. 

a) with                      b) to                      c) from 
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18. Most of the&&&..are valued for fur. 

a) animals                 b) fish                   c) insects 

19. Using chemicals may &&& the cause of ecological pollution. 

a) be                          b) had                    c) are 

20. The construction of purifying systems helps to&&&.ecology. 
a) damage                  b) improve            c) to harm 

 

�484A<S @B:AB 6OCB?ASFP 6 ?R5B= CBE?98B64F9?PABEF<, A9 ;45G8PF9 G>4;4FP AB@9D 
;484A<S. 
 

"5BDG8B64A<9: F9>EF ;484A<S, ?<EF 5G@47<, DGK>4. 
 

�<F9D4FGD4 8?S B5GK4RM<IES (ECD46BKA4S, @9FB8<K9E>4S < 8D.): 4A7?B-DGEE><= < 
DGEE>B-4A7?<=E><= E?B64DP. 
 

 

                             #���& #$�#"����&��/ 

�>;8G5AB2> 20@80=B>2: 1 
�040=89 4;S >1CG0RI8EAS: 20 
�@5<S 2O?>;=5=8S: 40 @<AGF 
 

�=AB@C:F8S ?> 2O?>;=5=8R 

�484A<S @B:AB 6OCB?ASFP 6 ?R5B= CBE?98B64F9?PABEF<, A9 ;45O6 G>4;4FP AB@9D 
;484A<S. 
"5BDG8B64A<9: F9>EF ;484A<S, ?<EF 5G@47<, DGK>4. 
�4 >4:8O= CD46<?PAO= BF69F 6 QFB@ ;484A<< – 1 54??. 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 >B?<K9EF6B 54??B6 – 20 

 4>E<@4?PAB9 6D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S: 40 @<AGF. 
�>?>;=8B5 8 ?5@52548B5 ?@54;>65=8S =0 @CAA:89 S7O:. 
Complete and translate the sentences into Russian. 

 

1 Each country has&&system of education. 
a) its                   b) it’s               c) it 
2. These students &&&.graduate from the college next year. 
a) were               b) are                c) will 

3. His parents sent&&&&to the grammar school. 
a) him                 b) his                 c) he 

4. Children&&&..secondary education at school. 
a) has got             b) gets                 c) get 

5. Many students &&&&&in hostels. 
a) live                   b) lives                c) to live 

6. Throughout &&&country there is a network of higher educational establishment. 
a) them                 b) their                c) theirs 

7. Comprehensive schools&&&&all types of secondary education.  
a) has combined   b) combined        c) combines  

8. The first university&&&.founded in 1755 in Moscow on the initiative of M.V. 
Lomonosov. 

a) to be                 b) was                  c) were 

9. Colleges&&&..different courses. 
a) offer                  b) to offer            c) is offering 

10. Some students failed&&&..entrance exams. 
a) ours                   b) their                 c) mine 
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11. What departments&&&..there in your institution? 
a) are                      b) is                     c) were 

12. Our environment must be&&&.. . 
a) clean                   b) dirty                 c) fast 

13. Many species of animals live free of danger from man&&& 

a) homes                b) boxes               c) national parks 

14. Cars and factories&&&&the air. 
a) pollute                b) pollutes            c) is polluting 

15. Progress can be blamed in&&&problems. 
a) much                   b) many                c) little 

16. Air and water&&&.to all countries. 
a) belong                  b) belongs            c) belonged 

17. Our forests can die&&&&..acid rain. 
a) with                      b) to                      c) from 

18. Most of the&&&..are valued for fur. 
a) animals                 b) fish                   c) insects 

19. Using chemicals may &&& the cause of ecological pollution. 
a) be                          b) had                    c) are 

20. The construction of purifying systems helps to&&&.ecology. 
a) damage                  b) improve            c) to harm 

 

�;RG8: 
 

1. a 

2. c 

3. a 

4. c 

5. a 

  

 

6. b 

7. b 

8. b 

9. a 

10. b 

11. a 

12. a 

13. c 

14. a 

15. b 

16. a 

17. c 

18. a 

19. a 

20. b 

 

(:0;0 >F5=>: 

 

0-1 BL<5B> – 5 54??B6 
2-4 BL<5>< – 4 54??4 
5-6     BL<5B> -   3 54??4 
7 < 5B?99 BL<5B> – 2 54??4 

 

 

 

                                                     �>=B@>;P=0S @01>B0 № 2 
 

!07=0G5=85: ("% CD98A4;A4K9A 8?S BJ9A><  D9;G?PF4FB6 BE6B9A<S GK95AB= 8<EJ<C?<AO 
<ABEFD4AAO= S;O>. 
(>@<0 ?@><56CB>G=>9 0BB5AB0F88: 8<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAO= ;4KTF. 
�4KTF CDB6B8<FES 6 6<89 >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO, >BFBD4S EBEFB<F <; 86GI K4EF9=. 
�>;8G5AB2> 20@80=B>2 4;S >1CG0RI8EAS: - 1 

�@5<S 2O?>;=5=8S – 50 <8=CB. 
�=0=8S: �D9@9A4 7?47B?B6.  9EFB<@9A<S. #D<K4EF<9 1. #D<K4EF<9 2. �AH<A<F<6. 
 B84?PAO9 7?47B?O < <I Q>6<64?9AFO. 
'<5=8S: KF9A<9 < CBA<@4A<9 CDBK<F4AAB7B. 
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                                             ����!�3 ��3 "�'+�2-�)%3 

 

�>=B@>;P=0S @01>B0 ?@54AB02;5=0 6 6<89 <FB7B6B7B ?9>E<>B-7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B F9EF4. 
 

�=AB@C:F8S ?> 2O?>;=5=8R. 
 

�A<@4F9?PAB CDBK<F4=F9 ;484A<9. 
�4 >4:8O= CD46<?PAO= BF69F 6 QFB@ ;484A<< 6O CB?GK49F9 B8<A 54??. 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 >B?<K9EF6B 54??B6 – �4 C9D6B9 ;484A<9 – 19 

                                                               �4 6FBDB9 ;484A<9 - 14  

 

'0ABP 1. �>?>;=8B5 8 ?5@52548B5 ?@54;>65=8S =0 @CAA:89 S7O:. 
                Complete the sentences and translate them into Russian. 

 

1. You communicate with your computer with&&.. . 
a) the pencil                   b) the keyboard            c) the ball 

2. &&&&..the monitor allow to see the results of your work? 
a) Does                           b) Is                              c) Have 

3. The mouse works by&&&&.it around on a flat surface. 
a) sliding                         b) scratching                 c) smiling 

4. Computer technologies save &&&&time. 
a) much                            b) many                        c) none 

5. At present computers capable of performing billions of operations a 

second&&&.required. 
a) is                                   b) are                             c) was 

6. The size of a hard disk is measured in&&&& . 
a) centimeters                    b) megabytes                 c) volts 

7. Today the word <electronics= is in &&&&&.usage. 
a) negative                          b) rare                            c) general 

8. People waste a lot of time&&&&&..computer games. 
a) playing                            b) to play                        c) play 

9. There &&..many hardware pieces in a computer system. 

a) was                                  b) has                               c) are 

10. &&&..some programs be difficult to remember. 

a) Can                                   b) Was                             c) Is 

11. Mobile telephones calls&&..a wide geographic area. 
a) cross                                  b) is crossing                    c) was crossing 

12. Office clerks&&&..and greeted each other after the weekend and discussed the 

weather. 

a) meet                                   b) is meeting                         c) met 

13. &&&&&..secretary is constantly answering phone calls. 

a) Theirs                                 b) Their                                 c) They 

14. I&&&&like to speak to Mr. Smith, please. 
a) should                                  b) would                               c) will 

15. A mobile telephone&&&&telephone calls. 
a) can make and receive        b) can sell                        c) can’t make and receive 
16. &&&&&is a standard way to send messages that include multimedia content to and 
from mobile phones. 

a) SMS                                   b) MMS                         c) Telephone call 

17. Does any office have phones? - &&&. 
a) No, she doesn’t                   b) Yes, she does             c) Yes, it does 
18. It &&&.necessary for a company to have good equipment. 
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a) were                                     b) is                                c) will 

19. There are many different models of mobile phones in the world. 

a) Yes, you are right                  b) No, I can’t agree      c) This is known.  
some specialists only                                   

 

 

'0ABP2. #5@52548B5 2O@065=8S =0 @CAA:89 S7O:. 
               Translate the statements into Russian. 

 

1. B5D454FO64S <AHBD@4J<R 

a) processing information   b) the processed information  c) to process information 

2. @B7?< G6<89FP D9;G?PF4FO 

a) can see results                       b) were able to see results       c) was able to see results 

3. CD<ASFP F9?9HBAAO= ;6BAB> 
a) to receive the call                    b) receiving the call                 c) received a call 

4. >BC<DGS F9>EF 
a) the copied text                      b) is copying the text              c) copying the text 

5. 8B?:9A 5O? C9D9;6BA<FP 
a) must ring                              b) is to ring                              c) had to ring 

6. CBCD<69FEF6B64FP E9>D9F4DS 
a) to greet the secretary      b) greeting the secretary        c) greeted the secretary 

7. BF69K4S A4 F9?9HBAAO= ;6BAB> 
a) is answering the call       b) to answer the call               c) answering the call 

8. CBEO?4S EBB5M9A<9 
a) sent the SMS                   b) sending the SMS              c) are sending the SMS 

9. @B7 GEF4AB6<FP CDB7D4@@AB9 B59EC9K9A<9 
a) will be allowed to install software    b) will be able to install software c) was able to install 

10. CD98EF46<FP >B@C4A<R 

a) to represent the company     b) represented the company  c) representing the company 

11. E@B:9F GEF4AB6<FP 
a) could install                           b) will be able to install         c) is able to install 

12. <7D4S 6 >B@CPRF9DAO9 <7DO 

a) are playing computer games   b) playing computer games    c) was playing 

13. EB;84FP Q?9>FDBAAB9 GEFDB=EF6B 
a) to make gadget                         b) was to make gadget          c) making gadget 

14. 8B?:9A 5G89F ;4CGEF<FP CDB7D4@@G 
a) has to start the program       b) will have to start the program   c) should start the program 

     

 

�484A<S @B:AB 6OCB?ASFP 6 ?R5B= CBE?98B64F9?PABEF<, A9 ;45G8PF9 G>4;4FP AB@9D 
;484A<S. 
"5BDG8B64A<9: F9>EF ;484A<S, ?<EF 5G@47<, DGK>4. 
�<F9D4FGD4 8?S B5GK4RM<IES: 4A7?B-DGEE><= < DGEE>B-4A7?<=E><= E?B64DP              

 

                                          #���& #$�#"����&��/ 

&8? 7040=8S: �FB7B6O= ?9>E<>B-7D4@@4F<K9E><= F9EF ;4 4 E9@9EFD, EBEFBSM<= <; 86GI 
;484A<=. 
�>;8G5AB2> 20@80=B>2: - 1 

�040=89 4;S >1CG0RI8EAS: 1 K4EFP – 19 ;484A<= 
                                                   2 K4EFP – 14 ;484A<= 
�4 >4:8O= CD46<?PAO= BF69F: 1 54?? 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 >B?<K9EF6B 54??B6: ;4 C9D6B9 ;484A<9 - 19 
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                                                             ;4 6FBDB9 ;484A<9 - 14                                                          

 4>E<@4?PAB9 6D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<=: 50 @<AGF. 
"5BDG8B64A<9: F9>EF ;484A<S, ?<EF 5G@47<, DGK>4. 
�<F9D4FGD4 8?S B5GK4RM<IES: 4A7?B-DGEE><= < DGEE>B-4A7?<=E><= E?B64DP 
 

'0ABP 1. �>?>;=8B5 8 ?5@52548B5 ?@54;>65=8S =0 @CAA:89 S7O:. 
                Complete the sentences and translate them into Russian. 

 

      1 You communicate with your computer with&&.. . 
a) the pencil                   b) the keyboard            c) the ball 

2. &&&&..the monitor  allow to see the results of your work? 

a) Does                           b) Is                              c) Have 

3. The mouse works by&&&&.it around on a flat surface. 
a) sliding                         b) scratching                 c) smiling 

4. Computer technologies save &&&&time. 
a) much                            b) many                        c) none 

5. At present computers capable of performing billions of operations a 

second&&&.required. 
a) is                                   b) are                             c) was 

6. The size of a hard disk is measured in&&&& . 
a) centimeters                    b) megabytes                 c) volts 

7. Today the word <electronics= is in &&&&&.usage. 
a) negative                          b) rare                            c) general 

8. People waste a lot of time&&&&&..computer games. 
a) playing                            b) to play                        c) play 

9. There &&..many hardware pieces in a computer system. 
a) was                                  b) has                               c) are 

10. &&&..some programs be difficult to remember. 
a) Can                                   b) Was                             c) Is 

11. Mobile telephones calls&&..a wide geographic area. 
a) cross                                  b) is crossing                    c) was crossing 

12. Office clerks&&&..and greeted each other after the weekend and discussed the 

weather. 

a) meet                                   b) is meeting                         c) met 

13. &&&&&..secretary is constantly answering phone calls. 
a) Theirs                                 b) Their                                 c) They 

14. I&&&&like to speak to Mr. Smith, please. 
a) should                                  b) would                               c) will 

15. A mobile telephone&&&&telephone calls. 
a) can make and receive        b) can sell                        c) can’t make and receive 
16. &&&&&is a standard way to send messages that include multimedia content to and 
from mobile phones. 

a) SMS                                   b) MMS                         c) Telephone call 

17. Does any office have phones? - &&&. 
a) No, she doesn’t                   b) Yes, she does             c) Yes, it does 
18. It &&&.necessary for a company to have good equipment. 
a) were                                     b) is                                c) will 

19. There are many different models of mobile phones in the world. 

a) Yes, you are right                  b) No, I can’t agree      c) This is known.  
some specialists only                                   

 

�;RG8: 
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1. b 

2. a 

3. a 

4. a 

5. b 

6. b 

7. c 

8. a 

9. c 

10. a 

11. a 

12. c 

13. b 

14. b 

15. a 

16. b 

17. c 

18. b 

19. a 

 

(:0;0 >F5=>:: 
 

0-1 BL<5B> – 5 54??B6 
2-4 BL<5>< – 4 54??4 
5-6 BL<5B> – 3 54??4 
7 < 5B?99 BL<5B> – 2 54??4 
 

 

'0ABP2. #5@52548B5 2O@065=8S =0 @CAA:89 S7O:. 
               Translate the statements into Russian. 

 

      1 B5D454FO64S <AHBD@4J<R 

a) processing information   b) the processed information  c) to process information 

2. @B7?< G6<89FP D9;G?PF4FO 

a) can see results                       b) were able to see results       c) was able to see results 

3. CD<ASFP F9?9HBAAO= ;6BAB> 
a) to receive the call                    b) receiving the call                 c) received a call 

4. >BC<DGS F9>EF 
a) the copied text                      b) is copying the text              c) copying the text 

5. 8B?:9A 5O? C9D9;6BA<FP 
a) must ring                              b) is to ring                              c) had to ring 

6. CBCD<69FEF6B64FP E9>D9F4DS 
a) to greet the secretary      b) greeting the secretary        c) greeted the secretary 

7. BF69K4S A4 F9?9HBAAO= ;6BAB> 
a) is answering the call       b) to answer the call               c) answering the call 

8. CBEO?4S EBB5M9A<9 
a) sent the SMS                   b) sending the SMS              c) are sending the SMS 

9. @B7 GEF4AB6<FP CDB7D4@@AB9 B59EC9K9A<9 
a) will be allowed to install software    b) will be able to install software c) was able to install 

10. CD98EF46<FP >B@C4A<R 

a) to represent the company     b) represented the company  c) representing the company 

11. E@B:9F GEF4AB6<FP 
a) could install                           b) will be able to install         c) is able to install 

12. <7D4S 6 >B@CPRF9DAO9 <7DO 

a) are playing computer games   b) playing computer games    c) was playing 

13. EB;84FP Q?9>FDBAAB9 GEFDB=EF6B 
a) to make gadget                         b) was to make gadget          c) making gadget 

14. 8B?:9A 5G89F ;4CGEF<FP CDB7D4@@G 
a) has to start the program       b) will have to start the program   c) should start the program 

     

 

�;RG8: 
1. a 

2. a 

3. a 

6. a 

7. c 

8. b 

11. b 

12. b 

13. a 
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4. c 

5. c 

9. c 

10. a 

14. b 

 

 

 

(:0;0 >F5=>:: 
 

0-1 BL<5B> – 5 54??B6 
2-3 BL<5>< -  4 54??4 
4-5 BL<5B>  - 3 54??4 
6 < 5B?99 BL<5B> – 2 54??4 
 

 

 

 

 

&5<0 2.2 $0745;O 48AF8?;8=O %�&.03. �=>AB@0==O9 S7O: 2 ?@>D5AA8>=0;P=>9 
45SB5;P=>AB8  (3 :C@A 5-6 A5<5AB@O) 
 
                                              �>=B@>;P=0S @01>B0 № 3 
 

 

!07=0G5=85: ("% CD98A4;A4K9A 8?S BJ9A>< D9;G?PF4FB6 BE6B9A<S GK95AB= 8<EJ<C?<AO 
<ABEFD4AAO= S;O> ( 4A7?<=E><=)  
(>@<0 ?@><56CB>G=>9 0BB5AB0F88: 8<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAO= ;4KTF. 
�0GTB ?@>2>48BAS 2 2845 >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO 

�>;8G5AB2> 20@80=B>2 4;S >1CG0RI8EAS: 1 
�@5<S 2O?>;=5=8S: 30 @<AGF. 
�=0=8S: "EAB6AO9  F9D@<AO CB A9HF< < 74;G. %?B:AB9 CD98?B:9A<9. �AH<A<F<6. 
#D<K4EF<9 1. �9DGA8<=. %FD484F9?PAO= ;4?B7. 
'<5=8S: +F9A<9 < C9D96B8 F9>EFB6 E CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= A4CD46?9AABEFPR. 
 

                             ����!�3 ��3 "�'+�2-��"%3 

 

�040=8S :>=B@>;P=>9 @01>BO 4;S :>=B@>;S CA2>5=8S ;5:A8:8 8 3@0<<0B8:8 

 

�>=B@>;P=0S @01>B0 ?@54AB02;5=0 2 2845 <FB7B6B7B ?9>E<>B-7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B F9EF4 E 
;484A<S@<, FD95GRM<@< 6O5D4FP CD46<?PAO= 64D<4AF <; CD98?B:9AAOI < C9D969EF< 
CD98?B:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>. 
�=AB@C:F8S ?> 2O?>;=5=8R: 
�A<@4F9?PAB CDBK<F4=F9 ;484A<9. 
�4 >4:8O= CD46<?PAO= BF69F 6 QFB@ ;484A<< 6O CB?GK49F9 1 54??. 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 >B?<K9EF6B 54??B6: - 17. 

 4>E<@4?PAB9 6D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<S – 40 @<AGF. 
 

�>?>;=8B5 8 ?5@52548B5 ?@54;>65=8S =0 @CAA:89 S7O:. 
Complete the sentences and translate them into Russian. 

 

 

1. The ancient Greeks knew the art of buildings with.... 

a. cut stone 

b. plain concrete 

c. prestressed concrete 
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2. The building is divided into storeys by..... 

a. walls 

b. pillars 

c. floors 

 

3. The profession of civil engineer..... 

a. is as old as civilized life 

b. appeared not long ago 

c. appeared in the middle of 18th century 

 

4. The water supply and sewerage systems are called.... 

a. heating 

b. plumbing 

c. painting 

 

5. Architects are specialists in designing.... 

a. computers 

b. buildings 

c. clothes 

 

6. Nowadays very tall and huge buildings are made of.... 

a. steel and concrete 

b. wood 

c. glass and plastics 

 

7. The stability of the structure depends upon the... 

a. quality of the storeys 

b. frame 

c. size of the doors and windows 

 

8. Plastics can be applied..... 

a. only in radio engineering 

b. to almost every branch of buildings 

c. only for industrial building 

 

9. .........is a skilled worker at his trade, a tradesman. 

a. Craftsman 

b. Businessman 

c. Clerk 

 

10. .....is a stone worker or stone setter. 

a. carpenter 

b. mason 

c. digger 

 

11. .....is a tradesman who does his work on the high parts of buildings. 

a. steeplejack 

b. foreman 

c. carpenter 

 

12. ......is a man who erects wood frames, fixes wood floors. 
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a. paper-hanger 

b. carpenter 

c. engineer 

 

13. .............. is a man who lays the coats of plaster. 

a. plasterer 

b. bricklayer 

c. plumber 

 

14. ........ is an artificial building material. 

a. timber 

b. sand 

c. plastics 

 

15. ......... serves to keep the walls and floors from contact with the soil. 

a. roof 

b. foundation 

c. stairs 

 

16. .........are built to enclose areas and carry the weight of floors and roofs. 

a. frame 

b. walls 

c. windows 

 

17. .......means the art of designing, constructing or using engines. 

a. engineering 

b. managing 

c. controlling 

 
 

 

 

                                          #���& #$�#"����&��/ 

 

'A;>28S 2O?>;=5=8S 7040=8S: 
"5BDG8B64A<9: >B@CPRF9D, F9>EF ;484A<S, ?<EF 5G@47<, DGK>4. 
�4 >4:8O= CD46<?PAO= BF69F 6 QFB@ ;484A<< – 1 54?? 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 >B?<K9EF6B 54??B6 – 17. 

 4>E<@4?PAB9 6D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<S: - 40 @<AGF 
 

�>?>;=8B5 8 ?5@52548B5 ?@54;>65=8S =0 @CAA:89 S7O:. 
Complete the sentences and translate them into Russian: 

 

1. The ancient Greeks knew the art of buildings with.... 

a. cut stone 

b. plain concrete 

c. prestressed concrete 

 

2. The building is divided into storeys by..... 

a. walls 

b. pillars 

c. floors 
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3. The profession of civil engineer..... 

a. is as old as civilized life 

b. appeared not long ago 

c. appeared in the middle of 18th century 

 

4. The water supply and sewerage systems are called.... 

a. heating 

b. plumbing 

c. painting 

 

5. Architects are specialists in designing.... 

a. computers 

b. buildings 

c. clothes 

 

6. Nowadays very tall and huge buildings are made of.... 

a. steel and concrete 

b. wood 

c. glass and plastics 

 

7. The stability of the structure depends upon the... 

a. quality of the storeys 

b. frame 

c. size of the doors and windows 

 

8. Plastics can be applied..... 

a. only in radio engineering 

b. to almost every branch of buildings 

c. only for industrial building 

 

9. .........is a skilled worker at his trade, a tradesman. 

a. Craftsman 

b. Businessman 

c. Clerk 

 

10. .....is a stone worker or stone setter. 

a. carpenter 

b. mason 

c. digger 

 

11. .....is a tradesman who does his work on the high parts of buildings. 

a. steeplejack 

b. foreman 

c. carpenter 

 

12. ......is a man who erects wood frames, fixes wood floors. 

a. paper-hanger 

b. carpenter 

c. engineer 

 

13. .............. is a man who lays the coats of plaster. 
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a. plasterer 

b. bricklayer 

c. plumber 

 

14. ........ is an artificial building material. 

a. timber 

b. sand 

c. plastics 

 

15. ......... serves to keep the walls and floors from contact with the soil. 

a. roof 

b. foundation 

c. stairs 

 

16. .........are built to enclose areas and carry the weight of floors and roofs. 

a. frame 

b. walls 

c. windows 

 

17. .......means the art of designing, constructing or using engines. 

a. engineering 

b. managing 

c. controlling 

 

�;RG8: 
 

1. a 

2. c 

3. a 

4. b 

5. b 

6. a 

7. b 

8. b 

9. a 

10. b 

11. a 

12. b 

13.a 

14.c 

15.b 

16.b 

17.a 

 

(:0;0 >F5=>:: 
 

17  CD46<?PAOI BF69FB6 – 5 54??B6 
16-14 CD46<?PAOI BF69FB6 – 4 54??4 
13-10 CD46<?PAOI BF69FB6 – 3 54??4 
10 < @9APL9 – 2 54??4 
 

 

 

 

 

                                      �>=B@>;P=0S @01>B0 № 4 
 

!07=0G5=85: ("%  CD98A4;A4K9A 8?S BJ9A>< D9;G?PF4FB6 BE6B9A<S GK95AB= 8<EJ<C?<AO 
<ABEFD4AAO= S;O> (4A7?<=E><=) 
(>@<0 ?@><56CB>G=>9 0BB5AB0F88: 8<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAO= ;4KTF. 
�0GTB ?@>2>48BAS 2 2845 >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO. 
�>;8G5AB2> 20@80=B>2 4;S >1CG0RI8EAS: 1 
�@5<S 2O?>;=5=8S: 30 <8=CB. 
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�=0=8S: "EAB6AO9  F9D@<AO CB 79B89;<< < >484EFDG. �<8O @9EFB<@9A<=. %F9C9A< 
ED46A9A<S CD<?474F9?PAOI. �AH<A<F<6. #D<K4EF<9 1. �9DGA8<=. %FD484F9?PAO= ;4?B7. 
'<5=8S: +F9A<S < C9D96B8 F9>EFB6 E CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= A4CD46?9AABEFPR. 
 

                                 ����!�3 ��3 "�'+�2-�)%3 

 

�040=8S :>=B@>;P=>9 @01>BO 4;S :>=B@>;S CA2>5=8S ;5:A8:8 8 3@0<<0B8:8. 
 

�>=B@>;P=0S @01>B0 ?@54AB02;5=0 2 2845 <FB7B6B7B ?9>E<>B-7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B F9EF4 E 
;484A<S@<, FD95GRM<@< 6O5D4FP CD46<?PAGR HBD@G. 
�=AB@C:F8S ?> 2O?>;=5=8R: 
�A<@4F9?PAB CDBK<F4=F9 ;484A<9 
�4 >4:8O= CD46<?PAO= BF69F 6 QFB@ ;484A<< 6O CB?GK49F9 1 54??. 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 >B?<K9EF6B 54??B6 – 25 

 4>E<@4?PAB9 6D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<S – 40 @<AGF. 
 

�O1@0BP ?@028;P=CR D>@<C. 
Choose the correct form. 

 

1.EB98<A9AAO= 
a. to join 

b. joined 

c. is joining 

 

2. EFDB<? 
a. building 

b. built 

c. will build 

 

3. D4;DGL4RM<= 

a. destroying 

b. to destroy 

c. will destroy 

 

4. D4;@9EFSF 
a. to place 

b. will place 

c. placed 

 

5. 6B;6B8<FP 
a. erected 

b. erecting 

c. to erect 

 

6. used 

a. Past Perfect 

b. Past Simple 

c. Past Progressive 

 

7. serves 

a. Present Simple 

b. Present Perfect Progressive 
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c. Present Progressive 

 

8. had restored 

a. Past Simple 

b. Past Perfect 

c. Past Progressive 

 

9. will erect 

a. Future Perfect 

b. Future Simple 

c. Future Progressive 

 

 

10. has joined 

a. Present Simple 

b. Present Perfect 

c. Present Progressive 

 

11. the company, producing pipes 

a. >B@C4A<S, 6OCGEF<6L4S FDG5O 

b. >B@C4A<S, 6OCGE>4S FDG5O 

c. >B@C4A<S, 6OCGE>4RM4S FDG5O 

 

12. having replaced some bricks 

a. ;4@9ASRM<9 A9E>B?P>B ><DC<K9= 

b. ;4@9A<6 A9E>B?P>B ><DC<K9= 

c. ;4@9ASS A9E>B?P>B ><DC<K9= 
 

13. the erected wood frames 

a. GEF4AB6<6 89D96SAAO9 >4D>4EO 

b. GEF4AB6?9AAO9 89D96SAAO9 >4D>4EO 

c. GEF4A46?<64S 89D96SAAO9 >4D>4EO 

 

14. using the clay 

a. <ECB?P;GS 7?<AG 
b. <ECB?P;GRM<9 7?<AG 
c. <ECB?P;B646 7?<AG 
 

15. He........complete the frame using plastics. 

a. are able to 

b. can 

c. were able to 

 

16. They...........dry bricks on the sun to make them hard. 

a. had to 

b. has to 

c. was to 

 

 

17. The exterior of buildings.......be decorated by stone. 

a. may 

b. may be 
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c. may to 

 

18. Those workers.............restore the monument last year. 

a. could 

b. will have 

c. had 

 

19. Who.........called a tradesman or craftsman? 

a. does 

b. is 

c. are 

 

20. How long...........prestressed concrete been used in construction? 

a. has 

b. did 

c. have 

 

21. ..........there any tall buildings in the Far North today? 

a. Will 

b. Is 

c. Are 

 

22. There is no any modern buildings in ..........street. 

a. our 

b. ours 

c. us 

 

23. .............flat should be provided with all conveniences. 

a. Us 

b. Our 

c. Ours 

 

 

24. The interior of............house is very simple. 

a. theirs 

b. them 

c. their 

 

25. ...........was placing all details very carefully. 

a. Him 

b. His 

c. He 

 

�484A<S @B:AB 6OCB?ASFP 6 ?R5B= CBE?98B64F9?PABEF<, A9 ;45G8PF9 G>4;4FP AB@9D 
;484A<S. 
"5BDG8B64A<9: F9>EF, ?<EF, 5G@474, >B@CPRF9D.  

 

                                       #���& #$�#"����&��/ 

 

'A;>28S 2O?>;=5=8S 7040=8S: 
"5BDG8B64A<9: >B@CPRF9D, F9>EF ;484A<S, ?<EF 5G@47<, DGK>4. 
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�4 >4:8O= CD46<?PAO= BF69F 6 QFB@ ;484A<< – 1 54?? 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 >B?<K9EF6B 54??B6 – 25. 

 4>E<@4?PAB9 6D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<S: 40 @<AGF. 
 

�O1@0BP ?@028;P=CR D>@<C. 
Choose the correct form. 

 

1.EB98<A9AAO= 
a. to join 

b. joined 

c. is joining 

 

2. EFDB<? 
a. building 

b. built 

c. will build 

 

3. D4;DGL4RM<= 

a. destroying 

b. to destroy 

c. will destroy 

 

4. D4;@9EFSF 
a. to place 

b. will place 

c. placed 

 

5. 6B;6B8<FP 
a. erected 

b. erecting 

c. to erect 

 

6. used 

a. Past Perfect 

b. Past Simple 

c. Past Progressive 

 

7. serves 

a. Present Simple 

b. Present Perfect Progressive 

c. Present Progressive 

 

8. had restored 

a. Past Simple 

b. Past Perfect 

c. Past Progressive 

 

9. will erect 

a. Future Perfect 

b. Future Simple 

c. Future Progressive 
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10. has joined 

a. Present Simple 

b. Present Perfect 

c. Present Progressive 

 

11. the company, producing pipes 

a. >B@C4A<S, 6OCGEF<6L4S FDG5O 

b. >B@C4A<S, 6OCGE>4S FDG5O 

c. >B@C4A<S, 6OCGE>4RM4S FDG5O 

 

12. having replaced some bricks 

a. ;4@9ASRM<9 A9E>B?P>B ><DC<K9= 

b. ;4@9A<6 A9E>B?P>B ><DC<K9= 

c. ;4@9ASS A9E>B?P>B ><DC<K9= 
 

13. the erected wood frames 

a. GEF4AB6<6 89D96SAAO9 >4D>4EO 

b. GEF4AB6?9AAO9 89D96SAAO9 >4D>4EO 

c. GEF4A46?<64S 89D96SAAO9 >4D>4EO 

 

14. using the clay 

a. <ECB?P;GS 7?<AG 
b. <ECB?P;GRM<9 7?<AG 
c. <ECB?P;B646 7?<AG 
 

15. He........complete the frame using plastics. 

a. are able to 

b. can 

c. were able to 

 

16. They...........dry bricks on the sun to make them hard. 

a. had to 

b. has to 

c. was to 

 

 

17. The exterior of buildings.......be decorated by stone. 

a. may 

b. may be 

c. may to 

 

18. Those workers.............restore the monument last year. 

a. could 

b. will have 

c. had 

 

19. Who.........called a tradesman or craftsman? 

a. does 

b. is 

c. are 
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20. How long...........prestressed concrete been used in construction? 

a. has 

b. did 

c. have 

 

21. ..........there any tall buildings in the Far North today? 

a. Will 

b. Is 

c. Are 

 

22. There is no any modern buildings in ..........street. 

a. our 

b. ours 

c. us 

 

23. .............flat should be provided with all conveniences. 

a. Us 

b. Our 

c. Ours 

 

 

24. The interior of............house is very simple. 

a. theirs 

b. them 

c. their 

 

25. ...........was placing all details very carefully. 

a. Him 

b. His 

c. He 

 

 

�;RG8: 
1. b 

2. b 

3. a 

4. b 

5. c 

6. b 

7. a 

8. b 

9. b 

10. b 

11. c 

12. b 

        13.b 

        14. a 

        15. b 

        16. a 

        17. a 

        18. a 

         19. b 

         20.a 

          21.c   

          22.  a 

          23. b 

          24. c 

           25. c   

 

(:0;0 >F5=>:: 
 

25-23 CD46<?PAOI BF69FB6 – 5 54??B6 
22-19 CD46<?PAOI BF69FB6 – 4 54??4 
18-15 CD46<?PAOI BF69FB6 – 3 54??4 
14 < @9APL9 – 2 54??4 
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&5<0 2.3 $0745;O 48AF8?;8=O %�&.03. �!"%&$�!!/� /�/� � 
#$"(�%%�"!��0!"� ��/&��0!"%&�  (4 :C@A 7-8 A5<5AB@O) 
 

                                        �>=B@>;P=0S @01>B0 № 5 

 

!07=0G5=85: ("% CD98A4;A4K9A 8?S BJ9A>< D9;G?PF4FB6 BE6B9A<S GK95AB= 8<EJ<C?<AO 
<ABEFD4AAO= S;O> (4A7?<=E><=). 
(>@<0 ?@><56CB>G=>9 0BB5AB0F88: 8<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAO= ;4KTF 
�0GTB ?@>2>48BAS 2 2845 >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO. 
�>;8G5AB2> 20@80=B>2 4;S >1CG0RI8EAS: 1 
�@5<S 2O?>;=5=8S: 40 <8=CB 
�=0=8S: 'E?B6AB9 A4>?BA9A<9. �BCDBE<F9?PAO9 CD98?B:9A<S. %?B:AO9 E?B64. �9>E<>4 
CB F9@9. 
'<5=8S: KF9A<9 < C9D96B8 F9>EFB6 E CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= A4CD46?9AABEFPR. 
 

                                     ����!�3 ��3 "�'+�2-��"%3 

 

           �040=8S :>=B@>;P=>9 @01>BO 4;S :>=B@>;S CA2>5=8S ;5:A8:8 

 

�>=B@>;P=0S @01>B0 ?@54AB02;5=0 2 2845 <FB7B6B7B ?9>E<>B-7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B F9EF4 E 
;484A<S@<, FD95GRM<@< 6O5D4FP CD46<?PAO= 64D<4AF <; CD98?B:9AAOI < C9D969EF< 
CD98?B:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>. 
 

�=AB@C:F8S ?> 2O?>;=5=8R: 
�A<@4F9?PAB CDBK<F4=F9 ;484A<9. 
�4 >4:8O= CD46<?PAO= BF69F 6 QFB@ ;484A<< 6O CB?GK49F9 1 54??. 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 >B?<K9EF6B 54??B6 – 20. 

 4>E<@4?PAB9 6D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<S – 40 @<AGF. 
 

�O15@8B5 ?@028;P=O9 >B25B. 
Circle the correct item. 

 

1. Her&&.as a dancer came to an end when she broke her leg. 
a) profession;            b)job;             c) career;          d) occupation 

2. My father has been unable to find a&&&& for the past two years. 
a) profession;             b) job;            c) career;          d) occupation 

3. You must write your name, age and&&&.on the application forms. 
a) profession;             b) job;             c) career;          d) occupation 

4. John is a doctor by&&&&and has his own practice in London. 

a) profession;              b) job;             c) career;          d) occupation 

5. My parents were a great&&&&&&.to me when I lost my job. 
a) confidence;              b) mature;        c) support;       d) courage 

6. The contacts I had, helped me&&&&when I was looking for a job. 
a) get my foot at the door;     b) novice;    c) face;       d) socialize 

7. Salespeople need to be&&&..to get people to buy their products. 
a) persuasive;              b) brave;        c) creative;           d) patient 

8. Teachers need to be very&&&&as students sometimes take a long time to learn things. 
a) intelligent;                b) polite;              c) patient;            d) friendly 

9. Surgeons must be very&&&&.as they should not make mistakes in their work. 

a) intelligent;                  b) accurate;           c) fair;                d) friendly 

10. Judges should be&&&..and give all the evidence equal consideration. 
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a) persuasive;                  b) accurate;           c) fair;                 d) intelligent 

11. &&&..work in places from which you can buy books. 
a) librarians;                      b) booksellers;     c) publisher;     d) editor 

12. &&&..uses scientific knowledge to develop machines. 

a) firefighter;                  b) mechanic;             c) engineer;     d)lifeguard 

13. I was made&&&..when the company closed down. 
a) fired;               b) redundant;                  c) hired;            d) trained 

14. If you want&&&&&for the job you should write to the company. 
a) appoint;            b) apply;                c) employ;              d) be on probation 

15. Ann is very&&&.worker, I can always depend on her if I want something on time. 
a) helpful;             b) persistent;           c) selfish;            d) reliable 

16. Seb is a(n)&&&..person, he always sees positive side of even the most difficult 
situation. 

a) selfish;              b) generous;              c) optimistic;      d) stubborn 

17. Mary is very&&&..; when I have a lot of work to do. 
a) helpful;               b) impatient;              c) generous;        d) stubborn 

18.She&&&&.for a job as a nanny in Madrid. 
a) looks;                  b) is looking;              c) to look;          d) has been looking 

19. He usually&&&&his office at 6.00 p.m. 
a) leaves;                  b) is leaving;       c) has left;                d) leaved 

20. Please bring a copy of your&&&.when you come from your interview. 
a) CV;              b) application form;   c) advertising;      d) section of newspaper  

 

�484A<S @B:AB 6OCB?ASFP 6 ?R5B= CBE?98B64F9?PABEF<, A9 ;45G8PF9 G>4;4FP AB@9D 
;484A<S. 
"5BDG8B64A<9: F9>EF, ?<EF, 5G@474, >B@CPRF9D. 
 

 

 

          

    

 

                                            #���& #$�#"����&��/ 

 

'A;>28S 2O?>;=5=8S 7040=8S: 
"5BDG8B64A<9:  F9>EF ;484A<S, ?<EF 5G@47<, DGK>4. 
�4 >4:8O= CD46<?PAO= BF69F 6 QFB@ ;484A<< – 1 54??. 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 >B?<K9EF6B 54??B6 – 20. 

 4>E<@4?PAB9 6D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S – 40 @<AGF. 
 

 

�O15@8B5 ?@028;P=O9 >B25B. 
Circle the correct item. 

 

      1 Her&&.as a dancer came to an end when she broke her leg. 

a) profession;            b)job;             c) career;          d) occupation 

2. My father has been unable to find a&&&& for the past two years. 
a) profession;             b) job;            c) career;          d) occupation 

3. You must write your name, age and&&&.on the application forms. 
a) profession;             b) job;             c) career;          d) occupation 

4. John is a doctor by&&&&and has his own practice in London. 
a) profession;              b) job;             c) career;          d) occupation 
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5. My parents were a great&&&&&&.to me when I lost my job. 
a) confidence;              b) mature;        c) support;       d) courage 

6. The contacts I had, helped me&&&&when I was looking for a job. 
a) get my foot at the door;     b) novice;    c) face;       d) socialize 

7. Salespeople need to be&&&..to get people to buy their products. 
a) persuasive;              b) brave;        c) creative;           d) patient 

8. Teachers need to be very&&&&as students sometimes take a long time to learn things. 

a) intelligent;                b) polite;              c) patient;            d) friendly 

9. Surgeons must be very&&&&.as they should not make mistakes in their work. 
a) intelligent;                  b) accurate;           c) fair;                d) friendly 

10. Judges should be&&&..and give all the evidence equal consideration. 
a) persuasive;                  b) accurate;           c) fair;                 d) intelligent 

11. &&&..work in places from which you can buy books. 
a) librarians;                      b) booksellers;     c) publisher;     d) editor 

12. &&&..uses scientific knowledge to develop machines. 
a) firefighter;                  b) mechanic;             c) engineer;     d)lifeguard 

13. I was made&&&..when the company closed down. 
a) fired;               b) redundant;                  c) hired;            d) trained 

14. If you want&&&&&for the job you should write to the company. 
a) appoint;            b) apply;                c) employ;              d) be on probation 

15. Ann is very&&&.worker, I can always depend on her if I want something on time. 

a) helpful;             b) persistent;           c) selfish;            d) reliable 

16. Seb is a(n)&&&..person, he always sees positive side of even the most difficult 
situation. 

a) selfish;              b) generous;              c) optimistic;      d) stubborn 

17. Mary is very&&&..; when I have a lot of work to do. 
a) helpful;               b) impatient;              c) generous;        d) stubborn 

18.She&&&&.for a job as a nanny in Madrid. 
a) looks;                  b) is looking;              c) to look;          d) has been looking 

19. He usually&&&&his office at 6.00 p.m. 
a) leaves;                  b) is leaving;       c) has left;                d) leaved 

20. Please bring a copy of your&&&.when you come from your interview. 

a) CV;              b) application form;   c) advertising;      d) section of newspaper  

 

�;RG8: 
1. c 

2. b 

3. d 

4. a 

5. c 

6. a 

7. c 

8. c 

9. b 

10. c 

11. b 

12. c 

13. a 

14. b 

15. d 

16. c 

17. a 

18. b 

19. a 

20. a 

 

(:0;0 >F5=>:: 
 

1-12 ;484A<= 69DAOI – 0-2 54??4 
13-15 ;484A<= 69DAOI – 3 54??4 
16-18 ;484A<= 69DAOI – 4 54??4 
19-20 ;484A<= 69DAOI – 5 54??B6 
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                                                    �>=B@>;P=0S @01>B0 № 6 
 

!07=0G5=85: ("%  CD98A4;A4K9A 8?S BJ9A>< D9;G?PF4FB6 BE6B9A<S GK95AB= 8<EJ<C?<AO 
<ABEFD4AAO= S;O> (4A7?<=E><=). 
(>@<0 ?@><56CB>G=>9 0BB5AB0F88: 8<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAO= ;4KTF 
�0GTB ?@>2>48BAS 2 2845 >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO. 
�>;8G5AB2> 20@80=B>2 4;S >1CG0RI8EAS: 1 
�@5<S 2O?>;=5=8S: 60 <8=CB. 
�=0=8S: �<8B6D9@9AAO9 HBD@O 7?47B?B6. %?B:AO9 E?B64. #D98?B7<. #D<K4EF<S. �9>E<>4 
CB F9@9. 
'<5=8S: +F9A<9 < C9D96B8 F9>EFB6 E CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= A4CD46?9AABEFPR. 
 

                                ����!�3 ��3 "�'+�2-��"%3 

 

�040=8S :>=B@>;P=>9 @01>BO 4;S :>=B@>;S CA2>5=8S ;5:A8:8 8 3@0<<0B8:8 

�>=B@>;P=0S @01>B0 ?@54AB02;5=0 2 2845 <FB7B6B7B ?9>E<>B-7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B F9EF4 E 
;484A<S@<, FD95GRM<@< 6O5D4FP CD46<?PAO= BF69F <; CD98?B:9AAOI < C9D969EF< 
CD98?B:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>. 
 

�=AB@C:F8S ?> 2O?>;=5=8R: 
�A<@4F9?PAB CDBK<F4=F9 ;484A<9. 
�4 >4:8O= CD46<?PAO= BF69F 6 QFB@ ;484A<< 6O CB?GK49F9 1 54??. 
�B?<K9EF6B F9EFB6OI ;484A<=: 44 . +4EFP 1 – 15 ;484A<= 
                                                             +4EFP 2 – 10 ;484A<= 
                                                             +4EFP 3 – 8 ;484A<= 
                                                              +4EFP 4 -11 ;484A<=. 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 6D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<= – 60 @<AGF. 
 

'0ABP 1. %>AB028BP ?0@O Q:2820;5=B>2. 
                Choose the equivalents. 

 

1. CD98CD<SF<9 
2. C?4F9: 

3. K4EFAB9 CD98CD<SF<9 
4. FB64D<M9EF6B 
5. >BDCBD4J<S 
6. CB>GC>4 
7. A4?B7 
8. BF69FEF69AABEFP 
9. 8B?7 
10. CD<5O?P 
11. 4>J<BA9D 
12. >4C<F4?B6?B:9A<9 
13. J9A4 
14. EG@@4 
15. 4>J<S 

a) investment 

b) debt 

c) enterprise 

d) profit 

e) tax 

f) payment 

g) responsibility 

h) partnership 

i) stockholder 

j) price 

k) proprietorship 

l) share 

m) corporation 

n) purchase 

o) amount 

 

'0ABP 2. �0?8H8B5 3;03>;O 2 D>@<0E ?@>H54H53> ?@>AB>3> 2@5<5=8 8      ?@8G0AB8S 
2. 

                  Put down the verbs in Past Simple and Participle II. 
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1. to lose 

2. to get 

3. to obtain 

4. to declaire 

5. to sell 

 

6. to own 

7. to invest 

8. to hold 

9. to mean 

10. to buy 

 

'0ABP 3. !0?8A0BP C:070==O5 2OH5 D>@<O 2 A>>B25BAB2CRI8E D>@<0E 
AB@040B5;P=>3> 70;>30. 
Put down the verbs into Passive Voice. 

 

1. are investing 

2. was selling 

3. had obtained 

4. bought 

5. wick have issued 

6. will mean 

7. will get 

8. loses 

 

'0ABP 4. �>?>;=8B5 ?@54;>65=8S. 
                Complete the sentences. 

 

1. If you want to&&money go to the bank. 

a) get;              b) spend;             c) test 

2. He&&.a car last month. 
a) will buy;       b) bought;           c) get 

3. The shareholders don’t know what risks they are&&. . 
a) involves;        b) had involved;      c) involved 

4. There is no hope of getting the&&.. . 
a) loss;                b) profit;                  c) accounting 

5. At the meeting they&&&for the new director. 
a) involve;           b) vote;                   c) had 

6. Any company always &&& a  lawyer. 
a) need;               b) may;                   c) to be 

7. You&&&&pay taxes last month. 

a) can;                  b) had to;                 c) will give 

8. The corporation&&.. act like a person. 
a) may;                 b) were to;               c) are to 

9. They&&&..to combine their resources. 

a) have;                 b) has;                      c) will 

10. I&&&..obtain loan from your company. 

a) could;                b) might;                  c) am 

11. They&&.sell assets to pay debts. 
a) must;                  b) play;                    c) could 

 

�484A<S @B:AB 6OCB?ASFP 6 ?R5B= CBE?98B64F9?PABEF<, A9 ;45G8PF9 G>4;4FP AB@9D 
;484A<S. 
"5BDG8B64A<9: F9>EF,  ?<EF, 5G@474, AB:A<JO. 
�<F9D4FGD4 8?S B5GK4RM<IES: 4A7?B-DGEE><9 < DGEE>B-4A7?<=E><9 E?B64D<. 
                    

 

                                     #���& #$�#"����&��/ 

 

'A;>28S 2O?>;=5=8S 7040=8S: 
"5BDG8B64A<9: >B@CPRF9D, F9>EF ;484A<S, ?<EF 5G@47<, DGK>4. 
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�B?<K9EF6B F9EFB6OI ;484A<=: 44 – +4EFP 1 – 15 ;484A<= 

                                                                +4EFP 2 – 10 ;484A<= 

                                                                 +4EFP 3 -  8 ;484A<= 

                                                                 +4EFP 4 – 11 ;484A<= 

 4>E<@4?PAB9 6D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<S – 60 @<AGF 
 

 

'0ABP 1. %>AB028BP ?0@O Q:2820;5=B>2. 
                Choose the equivalents. 

 

16. CD98CD<SF<9 
17. C?4F9: 

18. K4EFAB9 CD98CD<SF<9 
19. FB64D<M9EF6B 
20. >BDCBD4J<S 
21. CB>GC>4 
22. A4?B7 
23. BF69FEF69AABEFP 
24. 8B?7 
25. CD<5O?P 
26. 4>J<BA9D 
27. >4C<F4?B6?B:9A<9 
28. J9A4 
29. EG@@4 
30. 4>J<S 

a) investment 

b) debt 

c) enterprise 

d) profit 

e) tax 

f) payment 

g) responsibility 

h) partnership 

i) stockholder 

j) price 

k) proprietorship 

l) share 

m) corporation 

n) purchase 

o) amount 

 

'0ABP 2. �0?8H8B5 3;03>;O 2 D>@<0E ?@>H54H53> ?@>AB>3> 2@5<5=8 8      ?@8G0AB8S 
2. 

                  Put down the verbs in Past Simple and Participle II. 

 

11. to lose 

12. to get 

13. to obtain 

14. to declaire 

15. to sell 

 

16. to own 

17. to invest 

18. to hold 

19. to mean 

20. to buy 

 

'0ABP 3. !0?8A0BP C:070==O5 2OH5 D>@<O 2 A>>B25BAB2CRI8E D>@<0E 
AB@040B5;P=>3> 70;>30. 
Put down the verbs into Passive Voice. 

 

9. are investing 

10. was selling 

11. had obtained 

12. bought 

13. wick have issued 

14. will mean 

15. will get 

16. loses 

 

'0ABP 4. �>?>;=8B5 ?@54;>65=8S. 
                Complete the sentences. 

 

      1 If you want to&&money go to the bank. 
a) get;              b) spend;             c) test 

2. He&&.a car last month. 
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a) will buy;       b) bought;           c) get 

3. The shareholders don’t know what risks they are&&. . 
a) involves;        b) had involved;      c) involved 

4. There is no hope of getting the&&.. . 
a) loss;                b) profit;                  c) accounting 

5. At the meeting they&&&for the new director. 
a) involve;           b) vote;                   c) had 

6. Any company always &&& a  lawyer. 
a) need;                 b) may;                   c) to be 

7. You&&&&pay taxes last month. 
a) can;                    b) had to;                 c) will give 

8. The corporation&&.. act like a person. 
a) may;                    b) were to;               c) are to 

 9. They&&&..to combine their resources. 
a) have;                     b) has;                      c) will 

10. I&&&..obtain loan from your company. 
a) could;                     b) might;                  c) am  

11. They&&.sell assets to pay debts. 
a) must;                        b) play;                    c) could 

 

(:0;0 >F5=>: 

 

42-44 CD46<?PAOI BF69FB6 – 5 54??B6 
35-41 CD46<?PAOI BF69FB6 – 4 54??4 
20-34 CD46<?PAOI BF69FB6 – 3 54??4 
19 < @9APL9 – 2 54??4 
 

�;RG8: 

1 

1.c, 2.f, 3.k, 4.h, 5.m, 6.n, 7.e, 8.g, 9.b, 10.d, 11.i, 12.a, 13.j, 14.o, 15.l. 

 

2. 

    1.lost, lost 

    2. got, got 

    3. obtained, obtained 

4. declared, declared 

5. sold, sold 

6. owned, owned 

7. invested, invested 

8.held, held 

9.meant, meant 

10. bought, bought 

 

3. 

1. are being invested 

2. was being sold 

3. had been obtained 

4. was (were) bought 

5. will have been issued 

6. will be meant 

7. will be got 

8. is lost 

 

4. 

1.a, 2.b, 3.c, 4.b, 5.b, 6.a, 7.b, 8.a, 9.a, 10.a, 11.a. 
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�8B5@0BC@0 4;S ?>43>B>2:8 : B5:CI59 8  ?@><56CB>G=>9 0BB5AB0F88 

 

 

�H4A4EP964 ".�.  �A7?<=E><= S;O> : 11 >?4EE: 54;B6O= GDB69AP / ".�.�H4A4EP964, 
�.�. <I9964, �. .�4D4AB64. – 8-9 <;8., EF9D9BF<C. –  .: #DBE69M9A<9, 2021. – 199, 

[1} c. : <?. – (Rainbow English). 

 

�>?>;=8B5;P=0S  ;8B5@0BC@0 
 

�4D47G?S %.�. �A7?<=E><= 8?S EFG89AFB6 EFDB<F9?PAOI EC9J<4?PABEF9=: GK95AB9 
CBEB5<9. $A/�: (9A<>E, 2015, 347E. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 


